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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

I.

This

the Respondents’ brief submitted

is

by Plaintiffs-Respondents David M. Weitz

(“Dave”) and John R. Tavares (“Tavares”) (collectively, “Respondents”) in response t0 the
Appellant’s Opening Brief (“

ppellant’s Brief”) ﬁled

0n April

16,

2020.

Nature 0f the Case

A.

This appeal involves an attempt by Appellant Daniel P. Weitz (“Appellant” or

an ownership

effectively steal

Recycling,

an Idaho corporation

Inc.,

in

interest

a

“%”) t0

company—Treasure Valley Manufacturing

(“M”)—that

Respondents

built

&

from the ground up and

have exclusively owned and operated for the past 25 years.

During such 25 years, Dan never claimed
never appeared

at

TVM

management

Respondents are

Dan listed his
That
is

is

TVM’S

undisputed.

TVM.

That

sole owners. That

TVM’s

is

TVM.

That also

is

Dan’s tune

and

that

is

owner. That
undisputed.

is

undisputed.

Dan never

Dan

received

undisputed—and admitted by Dan. Dan never
is

undisputed.

TVM’s tax returns indicate

undisputed. The record contains no indication that

stock ledger indicates Respondents are

certiﬁcates indicating

only certiﬁcates in the record—that Dan, of

TVM’s

TVM

TVM in any documents as an asset or received a K—l

The record contains n0 stock

Respondents are

is

or operations of TVM. That

alleged interest in

undisputed.

be a

shareholder or board meetings. That

dividends or any payments from
participated in

t0

all

TVM’s

Dan is

Dan

TVM.

sole shareholders. That

a shareholder. In

people, submitted t0 the

sole shareholders. Finally,

from

trial

fact,

the

court—indicate

admitted to others that he does not

own

undisputed.

relative to

TVM changed in 2015 When he learned there was money to be had

Respondents had transformed
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TVM into a successful company.

At

that time,

Dan made

an abrupt about-face and claimed t0

own

25%

a

TVM.

stake in

Judge Southworth, however, saw

through Dan’s scheme, and as noted supra, correctly observed (as part 0fthe parties’ cross—motions
for

summary judgment)

that

Dan

failed t0 rebut the

overwhelming evidence Respondents put

into

the record.

Accordingly, the lower court granted Respondents’
Appellant’s cross—motion for

The Judgment declares

summary judgment, and

that “Plaintiffs

summary judgment motion, denied

entered Judgment in Respondents” favor.

David M. Weitz and John R. Tavares own 100% 0f the

issued and outstanding shares of Treasure Valley Manufacturing and Recycling, Inc.” Judgment

V01.

at 1, R.,

Plaintiffs’

I,

p.

1254.1

As

in Support

of

Motion for Summary Judgment and Opposition Memorandum t0 Defendants’ Summary

Judgment Motion (“Reply Brief”)—which

effectively identiﬁed each of

Respondents’ evidence With admissible facts—the

copy 0f the Reply Brief is attached hereto
First, the

as

court got

trial

Appendix

speciﬁcally opined and concluded that Respondents

failures to rebut

For ease of reference, a

1.

own 100% of TVM. Dan
t0

only

ﬂ

only one volume to the Clerk’s Record on Appeal.

latter

of

Whom

did not respond t0

of Respondents’ lay Witness

As

such, the

reference will be omitted from future citations t0 the Clerk’s Record 0n Appeal.
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TVM

factual grounds with

two expert Witnesses, the

any of Respondents” expert declarations and responded

is

right.

summary judgment motion on

declarations from: counsel, 11 lay Witnesses, and

There

it

Dan’s

overwhelming undisputed evidence demonstrates Respondents’ exclusive

ownership. Respondents supported their

1

Memorandum

explained in Respondents” Reply

volume number

declarations.

A party responding t0 a summary judgment motion cannot fail to address evidentiary

points and expect t0 survive the motion.

The record

is

As noted by the lower

court:

completely void of any evidence that Daniel attended a shareholder’s

meeting 0r received a paycheck, stock certiﬁcate, shareholder dividend, or personal
tax record. Instead, the evidence submitted

is

Daniel ’s personal aﬁdavit full 0f

unsupported assertions and self-ser'ving statements.

Memorandum Decision and Order 0n Motions for Summary Judgment (“Memorandum Decision”)
at 8-9, R., pp.

1251-1252 (emphasis added).

Second,

Dan

did not meaningﬁllly respond to Respondents” legal theories. Respondents

presented four distinct theories in support of their
standing alone, would be dispositive 0f

TVM

summary judgment motion, any one of Which,
ownership: (1) ownership Via totality of the

circumstances; (2) ownership Via agency; (3) ownership Via ratiﬁcation; and (4) ownership Via
estoppel.

With perhaps one minor exception, Dan did not address these doctrines below, and

still

hasn’t done so on appeal.

T0 summarize, Dan’s position before this Court is
judgment

in favor

arguments; (2)

0f Respondents even though: (1)

Dan “responded”2

to

that

Judge Southworth erred by entering

Dan does

not respond t0 Respondents’ legal

one of Respondents’ 14 declarations;

(3)

Dan’s brieﬁng did

2

Dan’s responsive declaration does not pass evidentiary muster. To survive a summary
judgment motion, the opposing party “must set forth by afﬁdavit speciﬁcfacts showing there is a
genuine issue for

trial.”

Gem State Ins. C0. v. Hutchison, 145 Idaho 10, 13, 175 P.3d
N0 such facts were presented. In the words 0f the trial court:

172, 175

(2007) (emphasis added).

In support of the cross—motion for

summary judgment, Daniel provided

the Court

With a 40-page rambling aﬁidavit, mainly consisting ofunsupported statements and

vague

fundamental misrepresentations,
fraudulent documents, deception, wrongful misappropriation,

accusations

interference,

0f

extortion,

concealment, deceit, manipulation, fabrication, fraud, and others.

Memorandum Decision

at 7-8, R., pp.
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125 1-1252 (emphasis added).

client
theft,

not comply With applicable

summary judgment

rules regarding citations to the record; (4) the

argument Dan employed with the most frequency
I.R.E. 408;

and

considerable

(5) this matter

more leeway

235, 254 P.3d 1231 (201

was

in ruling

1),

t0

show

alleged

TVM ownership

on Respondents’ motion. As

“Whether the record reasonably supports those inferences.” 15 1 Idaho

It

does and
B.

Beus

stated in

the test for reviewing the probable inferences

Court should

barred by

set for a court trial and, therefore, the trial court

is

this

is

v.

Beus, 151 Idaho

drawn by the

at

enjoyed

trial

238 254 P.3d

court

at 1234.

AFFIRM.

Statement 0f Facts.

The Weitz Family.

1.

T0 understand
and, in particular,

this case,

it is

critical to ﬁrst

understand the dynamic of the Weitz family

how the father, Phil, conducted business. Phil is now deceased, but was a natural-

born entrepreneur, the patriarch of the Weitz family, and the decision—maker behind the Weitz
family businesses, including each 0f his sons’ respective businesses. Declaration of David

Weitz

in Support ofPlaintiffs’

Motion

Therefore, even during times

Weitz business, Phil controlled
ownership. Id.

at

1N 13-14, R.,

that

p.

for

Summary Judgment (“Dave’s

When

Phil did not formally

company’s ﬁnances and

71

1;

3

“own” an

his sons’

Declaration of Val Dille,

Motion for Summary Judgment (“Dille Dec.”) 1]

6,

C.R., V01.

I,

Dec.”) at

3

13, R., p. 71

1.

interest in a particular

involvement and respective

CPA,

p. 3.

1]

M.

in Support

of

Plaintiffs’

Phil frequently moved funds,

The Dille Declaration, together With the Declaration 0f Daniel P. Weitz in Opposition t0
Motion for Summary Judgment (“Dan’s Dec.”), were ﬁled With the District Court under
seal, and as such, were compiled by the Clerk into a Conﬁdential Clerk’s Record on Appeal.
Hereinafter, the Conﬁdential Clerk’s Record 0n Appeal shall be cited as “CR.”
Plaintiffs’
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ownership

interests,

Dave’s Dec.

T0

and personnel between and among the Weitz brothers and the Weitz

W 13-14, R.,

p. 771.

seem odd. Maybe

a third party, that might

it is.

But, that

is

how things were done

Weitz family and the brothers freely accepted this mode of operation as the
14, R., pp.

status quo. Id. at

in the

W 12-

770-771. Phil was, in effect, the mastermind, ﬁnancier, record-keeper, paymaster, and

the ultimate decision-maker for

all

the businesses. Id. at

C.R., p. 3. Phil called the shots, did so With

little

1]

12-14, R., pp. 770-771; Dille Dec.

0r no formality (Dille Dec.

and the sons agreed—either expressly or impliedly—to be bound by
Dave’s Dec.

W 12-14, R., pp. 770-771; Dille Dec. ﬂ

Dan fully acknowledges
the patriarch ofthe

business activities.

6,

5,

6,

C.R., pp. 2-3),

their father’s decisions.

Phil’s authority in this regard.

By Dan’s own admission,

Phil

was

Weitz family who dealt with accountants and who controlled “the family owned

.

..”

Dan’s Dec.

Opposition t0 Motion for
Stock, and

1]

1]

C.R., p. 3.

at 28, C.R., p.

643 (“Phil was always the Patriarch of the family,

he was the bank, and he would deal With the accountants

TVM

entities.

...”);

see also

Memorandum

in

Summary Judgment Regarding Plaintiffs’ Claim t0 100% Ownership of

Memorandum

Judgment (“Opposition Brief”)

in Support

at 11, R., p.

0f Counter—Claimants

[sic]

Motion

for

Summary

1128 (“The Father alone kept and maintained the

family records, while alive, serving as the family primary repository, controlling the family

owned

business activities, and their Father performed the role as the ‘Family Patriarch” 0f the Weitz

Family”); Dan’s Dec.
family

...”)

1]

8,

C.R., p. 618 (referring to Phil as “being the

(emphasis added).
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commander

in the

Weitz

The Weitz Businesses, TVM’s
Toward TVM.

2.

When
the

Origins,

and Respondents’ Gravitation

the undersigned references the “Weitz family businesses” or the fact that Phil

consummate entrepreneur,

that is not hyperbole.

During his

oversaw many different businesses, including Idaho Farmway,
(“Weitz
Dec.

1]

& C0.”), TVM, TVM Development,

5,

others.

lifetime, Phil started and/or

Inc.,

Weitz

Dave’s Dec.

1]

&

Company,

2, R., p.

Inc.

768; Dille

C.R., pp. 2-3.

The
at the

LLC, and

was

story 0f TVM, in particular,

began in 1983. At that time, Dave came home from college

University 0f Idaho, after graduating With a degree in engineering, and began working 0n

the family farms. Dave’s Dec. ﬂ 3, R., p. 768. In 1983, Tavares

family farms.

was

also

working 0n the Weitz

Declaration of John R. Tavares in Support 0f Plaintiffs’ Motion for

Judgment (“Tavares Dec.”),

1]

11, R., p. 785.

Summary

Tavares describes the experience as follows:

We

worked extremely long hours plowing, disking, planting, irrigating and
harvesting crops, mostly potatoes, hay and grain. The work was hard, but Phil was
always fair and I trusted him completely. We had a very close relationship.
Id.

At some
end, Phil started

in

point, Phil

TVM,

became

interested in scrapyards.

primarily a recycler of metals and other items, in

1987, the Weitz family’s potato contract With

McDonald’s

(Id. at

1]

16, R., p.

being scaled back signiﬁcantly.
scrapyard. Id. at

1]

Dave’s Dec.

16, R., pp.

771-772)—ended.
Id.

Id.

11, R., p. 770.

March of 1987.

To

Id.

that

Also

in turn sold potatoes t0

That resulted in the farming operations

Consequently, Phil put Respondents to work

771-772; Tavares Dec.
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Simplot—Which

1]

1112, R., p.

785.

at the

TVM

After 1987,
unlike

Dave focused

0n

TVM.

Dan and John W. Weitz (“M”),4 Respondents

employment.

Id. at

769; Tavares Dec.

1]

Dave’s Dec.

1]

19, R.,

p 772. Also,

did not have side businesses 0r other

They had

19, R., p. 787.

TVM for 25 years. The business was, and

is,

TVM and exclusively

their lives,

and

their livelihood.

by Tavares:

stated

I

7, R., p.

1]

owned and operated

As

his efforts solely

have dedicated the

attention to

TVM

last

30 years 0f my life t0 TVM. Since I turned my ﬁlll
I have had no side-businesses 0r other employment.

in 1989,

TVM is my life.
Tavares Dec.

19, R., p.

1]

787 (emphasis added).

In the beginning,

proﬁtable. Dave’s Dec.

1]

TVM

was very

15, R., p. 771.

small, informal,

and not particularly valuable 0r

The company had one

location in

Nampa and

relied

0n

substandard and inadequate equipment. Id. At the time of TVM’s incorporation, as he did on other
occasions, Phil

made himself, Dave,

John, and

Dan each 25% owners of TVM’S

shares. Id. at

1]

12,

R., p. 770.

However, everyone knew and agreed that Phil had the power and authority to
0r

all

p. 3;

of such

TVM shares at any time and for any reason Phil determined. Id.; Dille Dec.

Declaration of Dr. Richard

(“Buch Dec.”) ﬂ
respect t0

John

is

Buch

in Support

0f

11, R., p. 797. Phil was, in effect, the

TVM shares

770; Dille Dec.

4

transfer

11

6,

Plaintiffs’

Motion

for

1]

6,

Summary Judgment

that authority.

Dave’s Dec.

1]

12, R., p.

C.R., p. 3.
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C.R.,

Weitz brothers’ attorney—in-fact/agent with

and the brothers did not question

the younger brother of Dan and

some

Dave and

a former defendant in this action.

Tavares Obtains His

3.

Once Respondents focused

25%

TVM.

their time almost exclusively

Phil—they began working extremely long hours
and making other changes

Interest in

to build the

at the

on

TVM—at

the direction of

company, ﬁxing and improving equipment

company 0f Which they were put

in charge.

Dave

speciﬁcally recounts these facts in his Declaration:

[W]e each began t0 work very long hours at TVM, to ﬁx and improve the equipment
and to make other beneﬁcial changes. The scrap business was and continues to be
very hard and very physical work. You spend long hours in the bitter cold or the
blistering heat, operating 0r repairing heavy equipment, including large loaders and
car crushers. The work is loud, greasy and sometimes dangerous, as we deal with
large pieces of steel, cutting it up With torches and loading it 0n trucks 0r rail cars.
In the beginning, and even today, we travel t0 remote places to crush cars, places
that our competitors

Dave’s Dec.

1]

16, R., pp.

would not g0.

In the early years,

771-772.

Respondents’ efforts were rewarded and
after

Respondents dedicated themselves

TVM began to grow. Id. at ﬂ 17, R., p. 772. Soon

full-time,

TVM,

Nampa t0 include Caldwell and Fayette. Id.; Tavares Dec. 1]
still

working long hours, ﬁve,

Tavares Dec.

1]

TVM.

six,

Dave’s Dec.

11

as stated,

expanded

13, R., pp. 785-786.

its facilities

19, R., p. 772.

1]

19, R., p. 772;

long hours, Respondents were not making

per month each) and Virtually

all

from

Respondents were

sometimes seven days a week. Dave’s Dec.

13, R., p. 785-786. Despite the

money (approximately $2,000
into

we didn’t take any vacations.

much

0f the proﬁt was reinvested back

Both Respondents were each married and planned 0n

starting families. Id.

At 0r around

this time,

Respondents had numerous conversations in Which Tavares

expressed his desire for a stake in the company and a long-term commitment. Tavares Dec.
R., p. 786. In light

0f these conversations and Respondents’

RESPONDENTS’ BRIEF - 8

life

11

14,

circumstances—married and

starting

families—Dave asked Phil

R., p. 772; Tavares Dec.

make Tavares an

t0

and Tavares had proven his extraordinary work
farms and then

you want
interest in

to

TVM.

at

do this?”

Id.

Dave’s Dec.

Dave was

ethic

TVM.

Dave’s Dec.

1]

19,

and dedication over many years, ﬁrst 0n the

Dave

20, R., p. 773.

11

in

had tremendous affection and respect for Tavares,

14, R., p. 786. Phil

1]

owner

equity

recalls Phil asking:

“Are you sure

sure and, in the spring of 1989, Phil transferred Phil’s

25%

TVM t0 Tavares, Who gladly accepted the transfer. Tavares Dec. ﬂ 14, R., p. 786.
Events

4.

From 1989
R., p. 773.

to 1995,

From 1989 t0 1995 as

Respondents continued

Dan and John were

sporadically). Id.

It

was around

to

work

TVM

not involved in

this

a Prelude t0 Dave’s
full-time at

at all (other

75% Interest in TVM.

TVM.

Dave’s Dec.

than John working

time that Phil essentially pooled

all

at

1]

21,

TVM

of the money from the

various Weitz family businesses into one bank account with KeyBank. Id. at ﬂ 22, R., p. 773-774.

The idea was
all

that this

“sweep account,”

as

proﬁts were deposited, and from Which

Dan began

to abuse the

it

was

bills

called,

would ﬁmction

would be

Id.

By

paid. Id.

early 1995, the Weitz family

debt t0 KeyBank. Id. The bank sued Phil, Dan, John, and

number of Dan’s business

ventures. Id.

The bank

later

Dave

was deeply

individually, as well as

Weitz family’s very valuable farms, the “Melba Place,” Which had been pledged as

Id.

At the same time, Phil and Dave discovered that Dan’s many endeavors were

Dan had been defrauding his business partners,

in

TVM and

began foreclosure proceedings 0n one 0f

the

all

collateral.

insolvent and

customers, vendors, and lenders. Id. The result was

a cascade of lawsuits that threw Phil’s empire in

RESPONDENTS’ BRIEF - 9

Which

sweep account by withdrawing much more than he or the

companies he was running ever contributed.

a

as an account into

crisis. Id.

Dan

In response,

ran and hid.

Id. at

He moved

23, R., p. 774.

1]

basically spent the next three or four years evading creditors.5 John

Phil and

from

Dave

TVM

to dig out

0f the deep hole Dan created.

and the remaining farms.

broke Phil’s heart.

Id.

Dave and

Id. at

Dave and

Phil paid

from U.S. Bank

told Phil that if

income—Dave needed
and John, who were

control of the

liabilities

upon

Which

sold equipment from the defunct

Id.

KeyBank back over $1,000,000 and were

t0 resolve all

Dave was going

and

money

sold,

TVM

Eventually,

fell

Phil had t0 redirect

The Melba Place was

down and

it

Dave’s 75% Equity Interest in
and the Termination of
John’s Ownership and Afﬁliation With TVM.

5.

Dave

New Meadows

was no help. Id. So,

Dave and

24, R., p. 774.

Phil also chased

companies Dan had run into the ground.

the last $100,000

1]

Id.

to

KeyBank

t0 continue to

company, so

debt issues. Id.

commit

as not to

As

ﬁlll-time t0

Dan and

able t0 borrow

part 0f the clean-up,

TVM—for

not

much

worry about interference from Dan

and created nothing but risk for

TVM.

Id. at

1]

25, R., p. 774.

Phil understood. Id.; Declaration of Todd Larson ﬂ 7, R., p. 820 (“I recall one conversation

Ihad With Phil

in

Which he said something

TVM in order to protect
them

out’ or ‘paying

it

them

and to protect Dave,’ and
off.’

This

is

that

‘We need to

get

Dan and John out 0f

he (Phil) was in the process 0f ‘getting

This would have been in late 1994 or early 1995.

this time, that Phil realized that neither

5

to the effect that,

Dan nor John

It

was

clear,

by

could be trusted to run a business.”).

not particularly surprising, given the iCourt repository entries against Dan, one 0f
”

Which includes an action by former Idaho Governor CL “Butch” Otter: CL. “Butch Otter, et. al.,
v. Daniel Weitz, Weitz & Company, Ace Agricultural Equipment Company, Ina, Canyon Holding
Ca, LLC, et. al., CV-OC-13 17779 (Ada County) (renewing judgment following non-payment by
Dan and his companies 0f a judgment for governor and plaintiff’ s fees and costs).
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On

or about April

and Dave became a

1,

75%

1995,

Dan and John were

shareholder of

TVM.

Dave’s Dec. ﬂ 25, R.,

John about the divestment and they had n0 objection 0r complaint.
to third parties that

TVM

own anv 0f that companv
for

event, as

noted,

was

authority,

771; Dille Dec.

TVM.

1]

after Phil

1]

and

article

Dan and

Dan subsequently admitted

about

TVM by stating “ILn’t
Support 0f Motion

pp. 813-814.

admission, which alone

is fatal

to

Dan’s appeal. In any

e.g.

that Phil

such transfers. Dave’s Dec. 1N 12-14, R., pp. 770-

Accordingly, from 1995 0n,

Dan and John never

Dan and John had no ownership

in

stated 0r represented otherwise, until

Declaration 0f Elizabeth F. Osterhout in Support of Motion

(“Osterhout Dec.”)

Dan and John received
1]

newspaper

9, R.,

their consent t0

passed away in 20 1 3. See

Dave’s Dec.

this

25, R., p. 774.

Summary Judgment

Phil told

custom and course of dealing, each brother knew and agreed

6, C.R., p. 3.

Dave’s Dec.

Id.

p. 774.

[TWI anvwav.” Declaration 0f Julie Vaudrey in

Dan never rebutted

the family’s

had the power,

for

t0 a

Summary Judgment (“Vaudrey Dec.”) ﬂ
As

interests

belonged t0 Dave and not Dan. Julie Vaudrey, another one 0f Dan’s

Dan responding

former employees, recalls

25%

divested 0f their respective

1]

5, R., p.

817.

adequate consideration for their interests in

26, R., p. 775; Dille Dec.

11

17, C.R., pp. 6-7.

TVM,

and then some.

The company was not worth very

much at the time Dan and John were divested 0f their TVM interests, and they each received many
hundreds of thousands 0f dollars from Phil for other investments and undertakings.
this time,

Id.

During

Dan and John also each received cash payments for living expenses and tens ofthousands

0f dollars in debt forgiveness.
pp. 6-7. Dille

is

Id.

The

Dille Declaration

the longtime accountant for
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conﬁrms

as

much. Dille Dec.

TVM and Phil. Id. at 1H] 3-4, C.R., p. 2.

1]

17, C.R.,

rebutted the above facts. Thus, t0 recap, Dan’s position

Dan never
exists regarding

not

TVM ownership,

own TVM; and

even though Dan:

(2) did not rebut the fact that

(1) did not rebut his

Dan

is

that

an issue 0f fact

admission that he does

TVM shares

received consideration for the

of which he was divested.

CPA

6.

Val

Dille’s Interactions

With

As

noted, Dille

is

TVM’s

Phil passed away. Dille Dec.

business dealings

C.R., p. 2. Dille’s

TVM

knowledge of

company

In his capacity as

conversations with Phil regarding

many

of TVM.

ownership.

TVM,

Phil,

accountant, Dille had numerous

(“Over the years, Phil and

Id.

and Phil’s

I

had many,

meetings, discussions and phone calls about his businesses, the operation and ownership

thereof, his family

and his ﬁnancial

affairs generally”).

For example, When Dille ﬁrst met With

Phil in the mid-199OS, Phil informed Dille that Dan, John, Dave, and Tavares each

TVM.

and

accountant and was Phil’s long-time personal accountant before

W 3-4,

peerless.

is

Phil in the Mid-1990s, 2001,

75% / 25% Ownership

2002 Conﬁrming Respondents’

Id.

at

12,

ﬂ

C.R., pp. 4-5.

As

owned 25% 0f

a result of this conversation, Dille speciﬁcally and

contemporaneously made a note in his ﬁle as follows:

awMEeJ

r

EDNA}

'1.

25’2”

Wétrz

Dawn. .Wﬁcrz.
DANIEL. WErF'E.

25573...

2f“?

._.

“Jaw
Id.,

_

5257;,

,

_

Aqua

aw?

EX. B, C.R., p. 23.
Dille also

1]

??Vmags,

.

.

aim”

....

14, C.R., p. 5.

had a conversation With Phil about

At

that time, Phil stated that
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TVM on or about December 4, 2001. Id.

Dave was

a

75%

shareholder of

at

TVM and that Dan

and John n0 longer owned any

interest in the

company.

Id. Dille’s

contemporaneous notes on

this

interaction read, in part, as follows:

Id.

EX. B, C.R., p. 23.
Finally, Phil

and Dille further discussed

corporate tax return for 2001. Id. at ﬂ 15, R., p.

show Tavares

as a

25% owner and Dave

15, C.R., p. 6; EX.

D, C.R.,

Dan never rebutted Dille’s
7.

the Internal

_._l_

.— —.-.——.

audit

declaration, exhibits 0r notes.

became an

Phil Memorialized

issue in 201

Revenue Service (“ﬂ”) audited TVM.

was a

in particular,

w;

_..

long, arduous process in

1.

Id. at

Dan nor John played a role because they were not TVM
The

13

ﬂ

that time (and continuing into 2012),

16, C.R., p. 6.

During the

Which every aspect of TVM was

several Information
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At

TVM’s Ownership.

shareholders. Dave’s Dec.

ownership of shares and payments from

Sherman Burger issued

ﬂ:

4L.

p. 41.

IRS Audit Wherein

Phil’s lack 0f formality

owner:

wmﬂr

bggm

1]

contemporaneous notes from the meeting

TAURKPJ

56H]?!

Id. at

6. Dille’s

75%

as a

d"

TVM ownership in 2002 while working on TVM’s

TVM

to

t0

28, R., p. 775.

scrutinized, including,

such owners.

Document Requests

1]

audit, neither

Id.

TVM. One

IRS auditor
of them was

Document Request N0. 0001, Item

Information

Book.” Dille Dec.

1]

2,

Which was a request

for

TVM’s

“Stock Record

11, C.R., p. 4.

This forced Phil to put pen t0 paper and memorialize the ownership of TVM.
so and dictated

submitted

it

states that:

TVM’S

stock ledger (the

t0 the IRS. Id. at

Dave

is

a

to

1,

shareholders. Dave’s Dec.

Today,

1]

1,

typed

it

up and

TVM Stock Ledger expressly

TVM and Tavares is a 25% owner.

The

TVM

Stock Ledger

1989, Phil’s shares were voided as t0 Phil and transferred t0

Dan and

Id. at

IRS ﬁnd,

1]

The

who

did

John’s respective shares were voided as to

Dan and

EX. E, C.R., p. 43. At n0 time during the audit was
that

anyone other than Tavares and Dave were

28, R., p. 775. Therefore, according to the IRS,

i.e.,

it

TVM

the federal

TVM is owned by two shareholders alone: Dave and Tavares.
8.

all

1995,

Dave.

represented, nor did the

government,

of

on April

Tavares; and (2) 0n April

Stock Ledger”) t0 Dille,

16, C.R., p. 6; EX. E, C.R., p. 43.

75% owner

further indicates that: (1)

John and transferred

1]

“TVM

Id. Phil

TVM Today and Origins 0f the Dispute.

TVM is a solid, Viable company,

employing over 30 people

at its three locations,

because Tavares and Dave have dedicated their lives t0 building the company. Dave’s Dec.

29, R., p. 776. In contrast,

Dan and John played no role in that success. Id. They only made TVM

ownership claims when, as part of Phil’s Estate Case,6 Dan and John learned
valuable enterprise. Id. Accordingly,
that they

6

owned

Dan and John claimed

a collective 2/3 equity interest in

Estate ofPhilip L. Weitz,

“Estate Case”).
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TVM.

See

(at least at

e.g.,

TVM had become a

some point

in this action)

Amended Answer, Afﬁrmative

Canyon County Magistrate Court Case N0.

CV

13-9780 (the

Defenses and Counterclaims (“Second Answer”), R., pp. 123-134. In other words,

TVM,

previously asserted not just an interest in

not being involved in

but a controlling interest in the company, despite

TVMfor at least the preceding 25 years.

Procedural History.

C.

Pleading Stages.

1.

Dan’s recitation of the procedural history of this case gives short
events. Respondents initiated this action

Complaint (“Complaint”).
Plaintiffs

that

Dan and John

By the

own 100%

on October

11,

shrift to several critical

2018, through the ﬁling of a Veriﬁed

Complaint, Respondents sought a declaration

that:

of the issued and outstanding shares of the Corporation and

Defendants have n0 ownership,

right, lien 0r interest

whatsoever or any rightful

or lawful claim in or to the Corporation, any of its shares 0r any 0f its properties or

other assets.

Complaint

at 4,

1]

Dan and

18, R., p. 16.

his brother John7

answered and counterclaimed on November

Answer, Afﬁrmative Defenses, and Counterclaims
Respondents, the First Answer

“is

(“First

t0 Strike at 2, R., p. 56.

2018. See

Answer”), R., pp. 26-51. As noted by

an extraordinary document, consisting of twenty—six (26) pages

0f stream of consciousness ramblings that are difﬁcult to decipher.”

Motion

9,

The

trial

Memorandum

in Support

of

court shared Respondents’ sentiment:

In response Daniel and John ﬁled a rambling, 26-page answer alleging themselves
as 2/3 controlling shareholders.

allegations of misconduct
theft

7

The answer was ﬁlled With derogatory

insults,

and fraud, non-speciﬁc questions, and accusations of

and conspiracy.

John eventually

settled his dispute

with Respondents and was dismissed from the action.

Order for Dismissal With Prejudice (July 25, 2019), R., pp. 1174-1 175.
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See

Memorandum

Decision

pursuant to I.R.C.P.

12(f).

at 5, R., p.

moved

1248. Respondents

The Court granted

Dan and John ﬁled their Second Answer 0n January
better than the First

Answer

Answer,

Dan and John

t0 ﬁle a

the motion and ordered

complaint pleading. See Order Re: Plaintiffs’ Motion t0 Strike

Answer was

to strike the First

in terms

at 2, R., p. 113.

10, 2019, R., pp. 123- 1 34.

of the insults and accusations, but

defenses that were facially invalid. Id. Accordingly, Respondents, again,

of the Second Answer, Which the Court granted, in large
537-538. Respondents also

motion as well.

moved

to strike

Dan and

part.

moved to

The Second
it

contained

strike portions

Order Re Multiple Motions, R., pp.

John’s jury demand. The Court granted that

Id.

Dan and John’s

Nonsensical Discovery Responses and Respondents’
Multiple Motions t0 Compel that the Court Granted.

2.

Respondents served Dan and John With discovery requests 0n November 30, 2018. Notice
0f Service of Discovery Requests, R., pp. 108-109.

Dan and John responded 0n December

31,

2018. Notices 0f Compliance, R., pp, 115-118. Although Respondents served their discovery
requests t0

Dan and John

separately,

Dan and John

one omnibus, single-spaced document. The
See Appendix to

Memorandum

in Support

First

served their responses (“First Responses”) in

Responses are a 50-plus page incoherent

diatribe.

0f Motion t0 Compel, R., pp. 203-254.

Although discovery disputes are never enjoyable, Respondents had no choice but

to

send

a 13-page meet and confer letter t0 Dan’s counsel, Vernon, outlining Respondents” 28 objections

t0

Dan’s

First

Responses. See Declaration 0f Michael O.

Roe

in Support

(“Roe Compel Dec”), EX. D, R., pp. 361-373. Vernon did not respond
the undersigned sent

Vernon a second meet and confer
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letter

0f Motion t0 Compel

to the letter. Accordingly,

on January

16, 2019. 1d,, EX. E, R.,

Vernon, again, did not respond. The undersigned, therefore, sent a third meet and confer

p. 375.

letter t0

Vernon 0n January

23, 2019. Id., EX. F, R., p. 377.

Vernon responded the same day 0n January 23, 20 1 9. Id., EX. G,
Vernon’s
confer

letter

letter.

did not address a single issue that the undersigned has raised in the

Rather, Vernon’s response

was a

genuine attempt t0 resolve a discovery dispute.

Vernon

R., pp. 379-3 8 1.

did,

however,

state that

diatribe

more akin

to a closing

However,

initial

meet and

argument than a

Id.

he would “produce What

inspection and review at an agreeable time and place.” Id.

On

we

presently have for your

January 25, 2019, the undersigned

took Vernon up 0n his offer and proposed January 30 or 3 1, 2019, t0 meet t0 discuss discovery
issues

and inspect documents.

this letter. Id. at

ﬂ

9, R., p.

granted the motion, in

full.

Id.,

EX. H, R., p. 383. Not surprisingly, Vernon did not respond to

257. This forced Respondents to ﬁle a Motion to Compel.

Order Re Multiple Motions

at 1-2,

Respondents then submitted their request, pursuant
associated with the motion to compel. See

and Declaration of Michael O. Roe

Compel,

R., pp. 540-561.

Memorandum

in Support

1]

1,

The court

R., pp. 537-538.

t0 I.R.C.P. 37(a), for fees

and costs

of Fees and Costs Re Motion t0 Compel

0f Memorandum of Fees and Costs Re Motion t0

Judge Southworth did not rule 0n Respondents’ fee request, but stated

during oral argument on the Motion to

Compel

that the trial court

would reserve a decision on

the

same. In order t0 prevent a waiver 0fthe right t0 ask for fees, Respondents ﬁled their Memorandum

of Fees and Costs out 0f an excess 0f caution.

Dan and John

failed t0 object t0 the

Memorandum

0f Fees and Costs within 14 days of its ﬁling.

The motions

to

compel did not end

there.

Although Dan and John’s

problematic, at least they responded to Respondents’ discovery.
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First

Responses were

The same could not be

said With

respect t0 Respondents’ third set 0f discovery requests,

Which Dan and John ignored

See Declaration of Michael O. Roe in Support of Second Motion

t0

Compel

at 2,

ﬂ

4, R., p. 597.

After Vernon, once again, failed t0 respond t0 the undersigned’s meet and confer letter

6),

Respondents ﬁled

Second Motion

their

t0

Compel 0n April

11,

altogether.

(Id. at

W 5-

2019. R., pp. 586-587. The

lower court granted that motion. Order Re Motion for Protective Order and Second Motion to

Compel,

Motion

R., pp. 657-658.

t0

685-691.

Respondents requested an award of fees associated with the Second

Compel. See Memorandum 0f Fees and Costs Re Second Motion

Dan and John
3.

t0

Compel,

R., pp.

did not respond to Respondents’ second fee request.

Summary Judgment Motions and

the Trial Court’s

Memorandum

20 1 9, asking that the

trial

Decision.

Respondents moved for summary judgment on July

judgment

in Respondents’

Memorandum

in Support

favor and dismiss

Dan and

1,

court enter

John’s claim(s) With prejudice. See

0f Motion for Summary Judgment

at 48, R., p.

763. Respondents

presented four theories t0 Judge Southworth: (1) ownership Via totality of the circumstances;

(2)

ownership Via agency;

Respondents supported

(3)

their

ownership Via ratiﬁcation; and (4) ownership Via estoppel. Factually,

motion with 14 declarations, two of which were expert declarations,

opining speciﬁcally that Respondents are the sole owners of TVM.
In his Opposition Brief,

Dan opposed the motion and cross—moved for summary judgment.

R., pp. 1118-1133. In support,

Dan

submitted his

own

declaration that: (1)

was

littered

conclusory assertions and references to protected settlement discussions; and (2) even
credited, failed to rebut the vast
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maj ority of the

facts

Respondents presented

with

if fully

to the trial court.

Respondents ﬁled

their

Reply Brief (Appendix

1)

0n July 22, 2019 and submitted with

an afﬁdavit from John that corroborated Respondents’ entire factual

Dan

it

recitation. R., pp. 1164-1 170.

did not object t0 John’s afﬁdavit 0r object t0 the admissibility of any of the 14 declarations

Respondents submitted
therefore, waived.

The

to the trial court.

trial

Any

challenges to their admissibility on appeal are,

court heard argument

0n the motions and issued

Decision, granting Respondents’ motion. R., pp. 1124-1253. In addition to the

its

Memorandum

comments noted

in

n.2 supra, Judge Southworth found that:
is completely void 0f any evidence that Daniel attended a shareholder’s
meeting or received a paycheck, stock certiﬁcate, shareholder dividend, 0r personal
tax record. Instead, the evidence submitted is Daniel’s personal aﬂidavit full 0f

the record

unsupported assertions and self-serving statements.
Id. at 8-9, R., pp.

1250-1251 (emphasis added). Notably, the lower court also mentioned that Dan’s

brieﬁng did not contain any citations to the evidentiary record. According t0 the lower court:
Conversely, Daniel has not produced any evidence that creates a genuine issue 0f
material fact. Daniel’s cross—motion for summary judgment does not provide any
authority t0 support his argument aside from

page memorandum

is

summary judgment

standards.

The

16-

devoid of citations t0 the factual record.

Id. at 7, R., p. 1250.

Based 0n the foregoing

analysis,

Judge Southworth had little difﬁculty concluding that “the

record overwhelmingly supports the position that David and Tavares are the sole shareholders 0f

TVM.”

R., p. 1252.

The Court issued

4.

its

Judgment 0n September

6,

2019. R., pp. 1254-1255.

Respondents’ Fee Request and the Trial Court’s Fee Decision.

Respondents timely ﬁled their Memorandum of Fees and Costs

and the Declaration 0f Michael O. Roe
September 20, 2019.

R., pp. 1256-1351.
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in Support

The

of

(for the entirety

Memorandum 0f

of the case)

Fees and Costs 0n

legal basis for Respondents’ fee request

was Idaho

Code
7,

§ 12-121.

Dan

objected. Respondents submitted their reply brief four days later

2019. R., pp. 1371-1383.

The

Dan

trial

court

was scheduled

to hear the fee petition

and objection on October 24, 2019.

appealed the Judgment in the interim, Which forced the parties t0 vacate the October 24th

hearing due to the stay imposed under I.A.R. 13(a). The court eventually

unnecessary and issued

its

Memorandum

“Fee Decision”) 0n November

under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(D);

and

(3)

(2)

Decision and Order 0n Motion for Fees and Costs (the

awarded Respondents:

(1)

$12,08 1 .49 in discretionary costs

$1,253.00 in costs as a matter 0f right under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(C);

had preserved through the ﬁling 0f two fee memoranda associated with the

motions t0 compel. Fee Decision

at 5, R., p. 1397.

The lower court, however, denied Respondents”

request for an award of attorneys’ fees under Idaho

Dan ﬁled

his Appellant’s Brief

on April

Code

Whether the

Respondents

now

abused

district court

submit

this

Dan

raises

two substantive issues on

summaryjudgment in favor of Respondents;

discretion in awarding fees and costs t0 Respondents.

responsive brief and address each point in turn.

II.

A.

its

§ 12-121. Id.

16, 2020.

appeal: (1) whether the district court erred in granting

(2)

a hearing

$25,000.00 for discovery sanctions associated With Dan’s discovery misconduct, Which

issue Respondents

and

deemed

2019. R., pp. 1393-1398.

7,

In the Fee Decision, the court

STANDARD OF REVIEW

Summary Judgment Motion.

“When reviewing an order for summary judgment,
review that was used by the
v.

0n October

trial

this

Court applies the same standard of

court in ruling on the motion for

summary judgment.” Quemada

Arizmendez, 153 Idaho 609, 612, 288 P.3d 826, 829 (2012) (quoting Vreeken
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v.

Lockwood

Eng’g, B.V., 148 Idaho 89, 101, 218 P.3d 1150, 1162 (2009)). “The court must grant

movant shows

judgment

if the

movant

entitled to

is

“When an
to

judge

is

any material

in favor

Loomis

fact

and the

as a matter 0f law.” Idaho R. CiV. P. 56(a).

is

not constrained

of the party opposing a motion for summary judgment but rather the

free t0 arrive at the

evidentiary facts.”

as to

action Will be tried before the court Without a jury, the judge

draw inferences

trial

judgment

no genuine dispute

that there is

summary

v.

most probable inferences

t0

be drawn from uncontroverted

City ofHaz'ley, 119 Idaho 434, 437, 807 P.2d 1272, 1275 (1991).

Fee Petition.

B.

Courts review an award of fees and costs for an abuse of discretion. Whether t0 award
attorney fees and costs pursuant to a statute

is

Within the discretion of the

be overturned absent an abuse of discretion. Ransom
152 P.3d

2,

v.

trial

court and will not

Topaz Mktg., L.P., 143 Idaho 641, 643,

4 (2006). The party disputing an award or denial of attorney fees and costs bears the

Nampa & Meridian

burden 0f showing an abuse of discretion.

Irr. Dist. v.

Wash. Fed. Sav.,

135 Idaho 518, 525, 20 P.3d 702, 709 (2001).
III.

A.

Dan’s

Summary Judgment Materials Should be Rejected Out—of—Hand.

A cursory review
and scattered references

by

0f Dan’s Opposition Brief shows n0 citations t0 declaration testimony

t0 exhibits t0

citations t0 the record to

abide

ARGUMENT

show

Dan’s Declaration. I.R.C.P. 56(c)(1)(A) requires appropriate

the existence of a dispute of fact.

this rule are stark, as the trial court “court

Idaho R. CiV. P. 56(c)(3).
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The consequences

for failure t0

need consider only the cited materials

Here, Dan’s Opposition Briefbelow contained almost n0 citations t0 the evidentiary record

showing a genuine dispute of

fact.

This Court—in exercising free review—should reject Dan’s

materials as noncompliant With I.R.C.P.

considering this

is

Dan

not

Sprinkler Irrigation C0.

v.

56(c)(1)(A)

and afﬁrm the Judgment, especially

or Vernon’s ﬁrst time playing fast and loose With Court rules.

See

John Deere Ins., 139 Idaho 691, 698, 85 P.3d 667, 674 (2004).

if the Court Does Not Reject Dan’s Summary Judgment Materials, the
Court Should Afﬁrm Based on the Totality 0f the Circumstances and Dan’s
Failure t0 Rebut Respondents’ Evidence.

Even

B.

TVM was informally operated. Although this informality makes this Court’s determination
0f ownership

less straightforward than if there

transfer records, there is

exclusively

were

pristine stock certiﬁcates,

more than enough undisputed evidence demonstrating

own TVM, and have

that

Respondents

since the mid-199OS.

Formal Documents are Not Necessary t0 Demonstrate Share
Ownership or Transfer, and this Court May Evaluate all the Facts and

1.

Circumstances t0 Determine
In Idaho, stock certiﬁcates

show

board minutes, and

actual ownership. Savic

v.

may be

TVM Ownership.

“evidence” of ownership, but they are not necessary t0

Kramlich, 52 Idaho 156, 12 P.2d 260, 262 (1932) (in an action

where asserted shareholder sued

for a writ compelling ofﬁcers

of company t0 issue him a

certiﬁcate for stock he acquired in exchange for transferring leases, the court noted that a stock

certiﬁcate “is nothing

added); Klaue

v.

more nor

Hem,

less than

evidence of the stockholder’s ownership”) (emphasis

133 Idaho 437, 441, 988 P.2d 21

1,

215 (1999)

(in declaratory

judgment

action brought t0 determine stock ownership, the court noted that “the registration of the transfer

of the stock does not conclusively determine the actual ownership of the stock in and of itself”).
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Other jurisdictions follow

suit.

See Klingler Elec. Corp.

v.

United States, 776 F. Supp.

1158, 1164 (S.D. Miss. 1991) (“A130, there need not be any issuance of stock certiﬁcates to
the

establish

existence

of possession 0f stock shares Where one has

responsibilities 0f ownership.”).What, then,

d0 courts look

the

all

rights

and

ownership? They

to determine stock

100k t0 the totality of facts:

A

stock certiﬁcate

is

not synonymous With actual ownership 0f the shares

Actual
merely some evidence 0f ownership
ownership is determined from all the facts and circumstances 0f a case
“establishing ownership
depends 0n the evidence presented, including the nature
0f the parties, the nature of their relationship, and their representations to each

represented

by

the certiﬁcate;

it is

.

.

.

.

.

.

other.”

***

The upshot

is that,

although Article 8 requires issuers and holders of securities to

observe certain formalities

when

transferring securities, parties can

transfer

securities without observing theseformalities ifthey clearly intend that the transfer

takeplace.

.

.

.

Thus, “[c]0mplete ownership Ofstock may exist without the issuance

0f a certiﬁcate 0r

its

delivery,

and a shareholder can transfer shares without
and without memorializing the

signing, endorsing, 0r delivering stock certiﬁcates,

transfer in the corporation

Dutcher

v.

Dutcher—Phipps Crane

’s

records.

& Rigging,

Ina, 510 S.W.3d 592, 596-598 (TeX. App. 2016).

While “a party must show an agreement giving the shareholder the

ability to exercise a

shareholder’s rights,” in order to create a stockholder relationship, “[c]ourts often imply such

agreements or contracts from the parties’ acts and the surrounding circumstances.” Bakke
Harvison, 417 S.W.3d 645, 651 (Tex. App. 2013) (citation omitted); Guidry

1

184 (2016) (“In resolving disputes 0f corporate ownership,
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it is

v.

v.

Savoie, 194 So. 3d

well settled that a stock certiﬁcate

is

prima facie evidence of ownership, but

determined from

The

all

critical

is

distinguished from actual ownership, Which

is

t0

be

the facts and circumstances of a case.”).8

facts/circumstances that courts consider consist of the following: (1) stock

books; (2) tax returns; (3) handwritten notes; (4) evidence 0f treatment as a shareholder; and
(5) testimony.

Dan

failed t0 meaningfully

respond to any of the facts Respondents submitted in

support of the foregoing factors and ignored the legal framework for determining ownership.

Dan

nonetheless persists in his position that he and John

controlling interest in

sole owners; (2)

TVM,

TVM’S

even though:

tax returns

list

(1) the

Respondents as

TVM’S

TVM’S

have ﬁlled the record with declarations from third parties

interest in

(4)

at least

from

Dan has never received a dividend,

sole owners;

stating that

and

(6)

Respondents

Respondents are

TVM’S

one third-party declaration stating that Dan admitted he did not

sole

own any

TVM.

Each of these points

But, before doing so, Respondents must

Will be addressed in turn.

note Dan’s strange decision to strengthen Respondents’ claim to

8

sole owners; (3) the notes

wage 0r any money from TVM and has not attended any TVM shareholder or director

meetings; (5) two experts opined that Respondents are

owners, and

previously) have a

TVM Stock Ledger lists Respondents as TVM’s

TVM’S accountant list Respondents as TVM’S sole owners;
distribution,

(at least

This legal framework is consistent with What

is

TVM ownership by putting into

seen in corporate practice. Steve Hardesty,

a senior partner at Perkins Coie in Boise, Idaho, testiﬁed that entities often have imperfect records

concerning ownership and share transfers, and that
in

“it is

more common than not t0 need t0 engage

some measure of corporate cleanup, and that ranges from Wholesale

description and ratiﬁcation

0f years of transfers and corporate activity to a smaller scope of cleanup.” Declaration 0f Stephen
C. Hardesty (“Hardesty Dec.”) 1] 8, R., pp. 824-825.
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the record

EX.

TVM stock certiﬁcates showing Respondents as TVM’S sole shareholders.

2, C.R., pp.

661-663. In his declaration,

allegedly stating that

Dan

a

is

Dan makes numerous

TVM shareholder. Id.

at

1]

Dan’s Dec.,

references t0 stock certiﬁcates

Dan believes he

28, C.R., pp. 628-629.

prepared them, but they are apparently not in his possession. Dan’s testimony

is

inadmissible to

prove the existence of a stock certiﬁcate.

Be
showing

that as

it

may, as

of Dan’s submissions, the only stock certificates in the record

TVM ownership are in the name ofRespondents. Further, Dan’s suspicions about prior

certiﬁcates bearing his

is

result

name

cannot, as a matter of law, create a dispute of fact, since “Suspicion

not a substitute for facts.” Syringe: Networks,

LLC v.

Idaho Dep ’t 0fAdmz'n., 155 Idaho 55, 66,

305 P.3d 499, 510 (2013).

Dan Did Not Rebut the TVM Stock Ledger Showing Respondents
TVM’s Owners—And Not Dan.

2.

Courts look to stock book entries as evidence 0f ownership. In Haynes

v.

as

Grijﬁth, 16 Idaho

280, 101 P. 728 (1909), the Idaho Supreme Court considered Whether a purported shareholder had
the right to vote certain shares, including shares

by proxy. As

to the shares

voted by proxy of

Mr. F.M. Peck, the Court determined:

book showed the 259,000 shares of stock to be in the
was the bona ﬁde owner thereof is a question of
fact, and, in the absence 0f a showing that some other person had the right to vote
such stock, the stock book is prima facie evidence ofownership and sufficient t0
support aﬁnding 0fthe court that he was the owner ofsuch stock.
It is

conceded

name of F. M.

Haynes, 16 Idaho
60,

at

that the stock

Peck. Whether he

_,

72—73 (Minn. 1997)

court explained that

101 P. at 732 (emphasis added); see also
(in action

“when an

concerning dispute over

individual’s
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name appears 0n

title

DLH,

Inc.

to shares

the stock

v.

of

Russ, 566

common

N.W.2d

stock, the

books 0f a corporation as a

stockholder, a prima facie presumption arises that such individual

though such evidence

is

the

owner of

not necessarily determinative because stock transfer can be

the transfer being entered

Here, the

is

Dan

made “without

0n the corporate books”).

TVM Stock Ledger was generated by Dille and Phil and submitted to the IRS in

2012. The ledger states that Respondents are the sole owners of TVM. Dille Dec.
p. 43.

the stock,”

did not respond t0 this point below or 0n appeal.

unrebutted evidence that Respondents

16, EX. E, C.R.,

The stock ledger

is,

Showing Respondents Alone

TVM

Tax Returns

Filed

With the IRS

Own TVM.

Courts also consider corporate and individual tax returns as evidence 0f
ownership. See Speer

company

Quinlan, 96 Idaho 119, 124, 525 P.2d 314, 319 (1973) (looking at the

v.

federal gift tax return to determine whether stocks

at

therefore,

own TVM.

Dan Did Not Rebut Relevant

3.

1]

were separate property); DLH,

Inc. ,

566 N.W.2d

72 (considering corporate tax returns in the context of a stock ownership dispute).

As t0 tax returns, Dan attached as Exhibit 3

to

Dan’s Declaration portions of TVM’S returns

from 1992, 1993, and 1994. C.R., pp. 665-673. Presumably,

this is

intended t0 show that

John owned part of TVM. However, Dan and John would have been
since

Dan and John were

Dan and

TVM owners at such time,

not divested of their shares until 1995—after the 1992, 1993, and 1994

tax returns were ﬁled. Accordingly, Dan, yet again, fails t0 rebut the content 0f TVM’s tax returns

from the past 14 years,

owns 25% of TVM.

all

of which correctly reﬂect that Dave owns

Dille Dec. 1W 18-19, C.R., pp. 7-8.
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75%

of TVM and Tavares

Dan Did Not Rebut

4.

the Notes 0f

TVM’s Long-time Accountant

Demonstrating that Phil—the Weitz Family’s “ Patriarch”—Inf0rmed
TVM’s Accountant that TVM Belongs to Respondents.
Courts will also 100k t0 handwritten notes in determining ownership. See Guidry, 194 So.

3d

1192 (upholding

at

district court’s

60-20-20 ownership determination because, in part because

“[t]he handwritten notes of Mr. Nobile reﬂect the

Here, Dille wrote in 2001 and 2002 that
5-6.

60—20—20

division”).

TVM was owned by Respondents, alone. C.R., pp.

These notes were based on Phil’s contemporaneous directives

admission, Phil was the patriarch 0f the Weitz family
controlled “the family

owned

Who

to Dille. Id.

By Dan’s own

dealt With accountants

and Who

business activities....” Dan’s Dec. at 28, C.R., p. 643. (“Phil

always the Patriarch of the family, he was the bank, and he would deal With the accountants
Opposition Brief
While

at 11, R., p.

alive, serving as the

activities,

and

their Father

...”);

1128 (“The Father alone kept and maintained the family records,

family primary repository, controlling the family

owned

business

performed the role as the ‘Family Patriarch’ 0f the Weitz Family”).

Dan did not rebut any of Dille’s notes
on statements and

was

directives

regarding

TVM ownership, all of which were based

from the undisputed Weitz family patriarch and “commander,”

according t0 Dan. See Dan’s Dec.

1]

8,

C.R., p. 618. If

what Phil says goes, and Phil informed

TVM’S accountant—Who Phil was in charge of dealing with—that TVM belonged t0 Respondents,
then

TVM belongs t0 Respondents.
5.

Dan Did Not Rebut the Fact that He Never Acted Like
as a TVM Shareholder. Dan Admits as Much.

Treatment 0f and actions by a putative shareholder
determining ownership.

is

or was Treated

another factor courts consider in

On this issue, Kirkpatrick v. Jacobson ’s Lifetime Buildings, Ina,
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1970

OK

63,

467 P.2d 489 (1970)

is

directly

that the plaintiff (represented

death,

was not

the actual

by

on

point. In that case, the

his executrix),

who had

owner 0f the stock based 0n

Supreme Court 0f Oklahoma found

possession of a stock certiﬁcate at his
the totality 0f the evidence, including

evidence that after the deceased transferred his shares, he stopped participating in the company:
Kirkpatrick did not attend stockholders meetings following the house transaction

and did not treat the stock as his or in any way indicate 0r suggest t0 any person
that he considered himself owner of the certiﬁcate during the next 13 years he lived.
1970

OK 63, 467 P.2d at 491
The Oklahoma court

comply with all

0f this

App. 2013) (considering
corporation in reversing

When, “for a period of ﬁfteen years the defendant did not

statute.” Id.; see also

facts

showing

Dan

Bakke

that appellant

summary judgment

Kirkpatrick controls.

(“I

also rejected the plaintiff s claim that the transfer of his stock did not

statutory provisions

itself of the provisions

salary

(emphasis added). This should sound familiar.

v.

Harvison, 417 S.W.3d 645, 652 (Tex.

had been treated as a shareholder by

against him).

admits he never received dividends, distributions, wages 0r any

from TVM—yet he apparently has owned

have never received any compensation from

TVM for 30 years. Dan’s Dec. at 35, C.R., p. 650.
TVM either as a salary or as a dividend ...”).

In contrast, Respondents each received and paid taxes

2011

t0 the present. Dille Dec., Exs.

pp. 594-595),

DD

(C.R., pp. 582-583),

on

GG

TVM

dividends from at least

(C.R., pp. 589-590),

II

(C.R.,

KK (C.R., pp. 599-600), MM (C.R., pp. 604-605), OO, (C.R., pp. 609-610) and QQ

(C.R., pp. 614-615).

company he

avail

In addition to admitting

attempts to convince this Court he
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Dan never

received payments from

owns—Dan

TVM—the

did not rebut the fact that: (1)

Dan

Dan never asked

for a

for a dividend or distribution,

which

never attended a shareholder 0r director meeting for decades;9 (2)
shareholder or director meeting; and (3)

would be

Dan never asked

indicia of company ownership.

Further, in closely held corporations, shareholders usually expect a role in

As

stated

by

this Court:

“Shareholders in a close corporation usually expect employment and a

meaningful role in management, as well as a return on the

McCann, 152 Idaho

management.

money paid

for the shares.”

809, 275 P.3d 824, n.6 (2012) (citations omitted).

McCann

Dan never had

v.

a role in

TVM management and was never employed by TVM—yet he allegedly owns the company. That
does not follow.

6.

Dan Did Not Rebut the Testimony
Each Concluding

0f

Two Different Expert Witnesses,
TVM’s Exclusive Owners.

that Respondents are

In addition t0 documentary evidence, Courts also consider testimony given

knowledge

related to stock ownership. In Estate

ofHull

v.

by persons With

Williams, the Idaho Court of Appeals

considered testimony in the context 0f a stock ownership dispute, explaining:

The evidence 0f ownership 0f the stock certiﬁcates is more problematic. N0
documentary evidence was offered to show When the certiﬁcates were issued.
Dorothea testiﬁed that William engaged in stock trades throughout their
acquaintance and that she did not know Which stocks he owned at the time of
marriage. There was, however, at least slight evidence that the stock certiﬁcates in
the safe-deposit box were owned by William pre-marriage through Dorothea’s
response on cross—examination indicating that “all of the things which were in the

9

Other than a claimed meeting that allegedly took place 0n March 25, 20 1 3, after Phil died,
Which, by Dan’s description, sounds suspiciously like brothers talking about their recently
deceased father, as opposed to an actual meeting 0f directors. Further, Dan does not posit that that

meeting was a shareholder meeting.
dispute over shares.
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He

claims only that

it

was a

director meeting. This case

is

a

safe-deposit

box” were there

at the

time 0f marriage except the gold coins. This

testimony provides some evidence that the stock was William’s separate property.

126 Idaho 437, 443, 885 P.2d 1153, 1159

(Ct.

App. 1994).

Other courts are in lockstep with Idaho. See

DLH, Ina, 566 N.W.2d

at

72 (considering

afﬁdavit testimony regarding stock transfer); Guidry, 194 So. 3d at 1192 (“M12 Guidry’s testimony

was corroborated by

the testimony 0f Mr. Bourgeois and Mr. Nobile as well as

evidence”); Bakke, 417 S.W.3d

at

648 (considering testimony concerning a person’s belief in the

appellant’s status as a shareholder, and testimony about

As

Dan made n0

to expert testimony,

Nampa, Idaho CPA, Michael

by documentary

what the corporate books reﬂected).

attempt below to rebut the testimony of long-time

E. Huter, stating that:

From an accounting and

corporate records perspective, the evidence

I

reviewed

is

consistent with a determination and ﬁnding that Respondents are the sole owners

of TVM and

I

have not observed any persuasive supporting information

that

would

indicate otherwise.

Declaration of Michael E. Huter in Support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for

5(1), R., p.

830.

Dan

who

testiﬁed that: “Based 0n the documents

opinion David Weitz and John Tavares are the only owners 0f

Dan’s silence
7.

As

S(k),

also does not attempt t0 rebut the Declaration 0f experienced corporate

attorney Stephen C. Hardesty,

p. 830.

Summary Judgment 1H]

TVM.”

I

reviewed, in

Hardesty Dec.

11

my

11, R.,

is telling.

Dan Did Not Rebut the Testimony 0f 11 Lay Witnesses Concluding that
Respondents are TVM’s Sole Owners.

t0 the testimony

0f non-expert third

parties,

Dan made no

attempt to rebut the

declarations of a stream ofwitnesses—consisting 0f TVM’S accountant, business associates, close
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family friends, and the Weitz brothers’ cousin—all stating that

TVM belonged to Respondents and

not to Dan.

Of particular

signiﬁcance

admitted to Julie Vaudrey that
(“I clearly recall standing at the

article

added).

and

is

the fact that

Dan

did not

counter at

said, loudly, “I don’t care;

As noted above,

a genuine dispute for

to survive

trial.

Dan has

Dan made n0

attempt t0 dispute the fact that

own TVM. Vaudrey

IRSCO

with Dan,

Dec.

who was

1]

9, R., pp.

813-8 14

referencing the newspaper

I don’t own anv 0f that company anvwav.”) (emphasis

summary judgment Dan must provide “speciﬁc

facts”

showing

not done so by several orders of magnitude.

Dan Improperly Relies on Settlement Agreements and
Rebut Summary Judgment.

8.

Dan’s primary argument 0n appeal

is

that

Discussions to

summary judgment should have been denied

because Dave allegedly provided a “Summary” Report, dated August 25, 2015, in which
claims

Dave

offered to pay

that the report

Dan

Dan and John

for their alleged

TVM interest.

Dan

However, Dan admits

and the attendant circumstances were part 0f settlement discussions, and Dan

using these settlement discussions t0 prove his ownership 0f TVM. Dan’s Declaration

TVM, was

never part of the Estate, as Phil had no ownership interest in

David had n0

legitimate reason t0

Estate settlement, but David

drag

TVM into

was presenting

is

states:

TVM,

s0

the discussions regarding the

his ‘proposal’ to

buy our

interest,

taking the position that he had a ‘right or entitlement’ to own the stock, as he had
and he ‘earned’ the right to ownership. To add
spent over two decades at

TVM

insult to injury,

David was making our agreement

t0

accept his proposal a

conditionfor any settlement 0fthe estate

Dan’s Dec.

11

24, C.R., pp. 625-626 (emphasis added); Id. at ﬂ 25, C.R., p.

important for this court to understood
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[sic] that

626

(“It

remains

David’s ‘proposal’ was being presented as a

‘condition precedent’ to any settlement 0r further distribution of any funds to us out 0f our Father’s

Estate.”).

This

is

not the only settlement offer to Which

Dan

Page two alone of Dan’s

refers.

Opposition Brief refers 0n four different occasions t0 Dave’s offer t0
$2.1 million as proof of an admission that

same 0n

appeal. I.R.E.

Dave does not own TVM.

408 and the admonition

in

Rojas

v.

settle

with John for

R., p. 1119.

Dan does

the

Lindsay, 108 Idaho 590, 701 P.2d 210

(1985) are clear:

The

rule is well established that

an oﬂer made

in

an eﬂort

t0

compromise a cause

ofaction cannot be legally admitted in evidence over the objection 0fthe opposing
party. Kroetch

v.

made

Empire Mill Ca, 9 Idaho 277, 74

P.

868 (1903). Likewise,

all

0f settlement negotiations are inadmissible. Hatﬁeld
v. Max Rouse & Sons Northwest, 100 Idaho 840, 606 P.2d 944 (1980). These rules
are grounded upon two theories: (1) that the offer is of dubious relevance 0n the
statements

in the course

issue of liability since

of wrong-doing and
discouraged

108 Idaho

at

if offers

it

may merely imply a desire

(2) the policy

case authority,

Dan may not

discussions t0 prove his claim that he

e.g.

strike

of promoting

settling

0f compromise were admitted in evidence.

592, 701 P.2d at 212 (emphasis added).

By rule and

See

and not a concession
of disputes would be

for peace

Opposition Brief

use settlement discussions or statements in such

owns TVM.

at 10, R., p.

Yet, that

is

precisely

what Dan

t0 use settlement

TVM ownership. That is the right result, and doing so guts

Dan’s primary—daresay, exclusive—argument

that there is

Of course, even if this Court considered the

an issue of fact regarding

TVM.

settlement offers as evidence, they do not raise

an issue 0f fact as to ownership. As every member 0f this Court knows, individuals

and disputes for a number ofreasons: business considerations, peace 0f mind,
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trying t0 d0.

1127. Respondents object and ask the Court t0 ignore 0r

any arguments, statements 0r allegations associated with Dan’s attempt

discussions/offers to prove or disprove

is

settle lawsuits

distaste for risk, etc.

And, the agreements almost always contain language
0f

are

that

even

why

individuals settle

Court were t0 consider the settlement statements/offers raised by Dan, they

if the

insufﬁcient to create a genuine factual dispute, especially in this case Where the evidence

still

own TVM

Respondents

is

overwhelming.

The Unrebutted Evidence—Along with Dan’s Admissions—Demonstrate
Phil had Authority t0 Convey TVM Shares.

C.

Even

Court were t0 somehow determine that

if this

above points—and
Respondents are
t0

agreement is not an admission

but an attempt to “buy peace.” Given the myriad reasons

liability,

disputes,

stating that the

that

still

Dan

Dan’s procedural misstep With respect

entitled to

judgment

since: (1)

Dan

created an issue of fact 0n the

t0

brieﬁng could be forgiven—

submitted n0 legal analysis responding

Respondents’ authority discussion—both below and on appeal; and (2)

that Phil, at a

minimum, had

Vreeken

v.

Dan essentially concedes

TVM shares.

Idaho Recognizes Actual and Apparent Authority.

1.

“An

authority t0 transfer

that

may

agent

bind a principal

Lockwood Eng’g,

agent has actual authority or apparent authority.”

if the

B.V., 148 Idaho 89, 109,

218 P.3d 1150, 1170 (2009). “The three

types of agencies are: express authority, implied authority, and apparent authority.” Shatto

v.

Syringa Surgical Center, LLC, 161 Idaho 127, 131, 384 P.3d 374, 378 (2016) (citations omitted).

“Express authority
principal’s

name.”

Id.

is

when the principal

“Implied authority

is

explicitly grants the agent permission to act in the

any authority

that is necessary to

express authority that the principal delegated.” Id. “Apparent authority

0n the

principal’s

words and conduct toward a

that third party.” Id.

Apparent authority
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is

is

authority granted based

third party, not the agent’s acts

similar t0 agency Via estoppel,

accomplish the

and statements

which

is

to

recognized in

Idaho. See

Harding

that “[a]t least there

2.

v.

Home Inv. &

Sav. C0.,

49 Idaho 64,

was an apparent agency, and

_,

the insurance

286

P. 920,

922 (1930) (holding

company is estopped t0 deny it.”).

Had

Actual/Implied and Apparent Authority to Transfer
Shares Between the Brothers.

Phil

TVM’s

Respondents put into evidence a litany of facts demonstrating that Phil had actual/implied

and apparent authority t0 transfer shares

TVM among the brothers.

in

Such

facts

demonstrate that

Phil had authority from his sons to “call the shots” regarding Weitz businesses, including

First, Phil

had such authority based on the brothers’

their father as the

W 12-14,

R., pp. 770-771; Dille Dec.,

facts

and

beliefs regarding

decision-maker for the brothers relative to the family businesses. Dave’s Dec.,

ﬂ

6,

C.R., p. 3.

And, while “actual authority 0f an agent
from the

collective agreement

TVM.

may be implied from the conduct 0f the parties

and circumstances surrounding the transaction

in question,” there is

0r

more than just

conduct here. Dave, Tavares, and other declarants each expressly testiﬁed that the brothers agreed
Phil

was

the law with respect to the businesses at issue. Dave’s Dec.

Tavares Dec. ﬂ 16, R., pp. 786-787 (“A11 of us—Dave, Dan, John and
that Phil

had the power and

Moreover,

authority,

Dan and John

and our agreement, to transfer

17, C.R., pp. 6-7. This fact

12-14, R., pp. 770-771;

me—knew and understood

interests in

TVM.”).

received consideration for their shares in the

forgiveness, other business interests, and cash payments. Dave’s Dec.

1]

1H]

was known by

Dr. Buch, a close family friend, testiﬁed

on

1]

way of

26, R., p. 775; Dille Dec.

others and not just Phil, the Weitz brothers, and Dille.

this precise issue:

Dan and John did not receive anything in return, as Phil
shoveled much more money and effort into Dan and John’s schemes than he ever
gave t0 Dave or TVM. In fact, Phil often took money from TVM t0 help ﬁmd Dan

And,

that is not t0 say

and John’s ventures.
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debt

Buch Dec.

1]

11, R., p. 797. Accordingly,

interests for nothing.

Dave’s Dec. ﬂ 26,

exchange of value. This alone
or

is fatal,

it is

not as though

Dan and John were

R., p. 775; Dille Dec.

considering, once again,

1]

divested 0f their

17, C.R., pp. 6-7.

There was an

Dan did not rebut this point below

on appeal.
Returning to the question of agency,

trial court,

Dan attempted t0

rebut Phil’s authority in front of the

but Dan’s Declaration actually supports Respondents” position 0n the issue of authority.

Consistent With the assessment of Phil as the ultimate decision-maker, Dan’s Declaration refers t0
Phil as “the

commander in the Weitz family

(emphasis added). Although

Dan

...”

and the “Patriarch.” Dan’s Dec. ﬂ

states that Phil

8,

C.R., p. 618

never had express authority t0 transfer shares,

given that the brothers agree that Phil was the “commander” of the Weitz family, the “family
leader,”

“had

total control

0f the money,” and the brothers “always did as instructed by Phil,”

cannot genuinely dispute that Phil—the “commander in the Weitz family”—did not,

have apparent or implied authority
Phil

3.

t0

convey Dan and John’s

at

Dan

a minimum,

TVM shares to Dave.

Had Authority t0 Transfer TVM Shares as a Matter of Agency Via

Estoppel.
In addition t0 actual/apparent authority, Respondents also prevail

t0 prevent

his

Dan’s unjust enrichment. As noted,

TVM shares. Dave’s Dec.

pp. 6-7.

T0 allow Dan

in a windfall to

Dan,

t0

all

1]

it is

undisputed that

0n agency Via estoppel

Dan received consideration

for

26, R., p. 775; Tavares Dec. ﬂ 17, R., p. 787; Dille Dec. 1H7, C.R.,

keep the consideration he received
simply because

obtain

TVM shares would result

TVM did What close corporations

informally and not keep very good records.
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m

often do,

i.e.,

operate

This

today

is

is

to say nothing

inﬁnitely

more than

Dave’s Dec. ﬂ 26, R.,

of the fact that the value

the value 0f such shares

p. 775. Effectively,

work performed by Respondents,
is

not their

shareholder (Osterhout Dec. ﬂ
for at least the past

D.

If this

that

Dan

5, R., p.

1]

receive if given

when they were

divested from

TVM
Dan

shares

in 1995.

Dan would get a free ride 0n the 25 years ofbackbreaking
admitted

TVM

813-814); (2) never held himself out as

TVM

among other things, the fact that Dan:

despite,

company (Vaudrey Dec.

Dan would

9, R., pp.

(1)

817); and (3) has been completely absent from the business

25 years. Dave’s Dec.

11

29, R., p. 776.

if Phil Did Not Have an Agency Relationship With Dan and John, Dan
Ratiﬁed the Status Quo With Respect t0 Respondents Owning TVM.

Even

Court

is

ratiﬁed his

failed t0 address this

not persuaded by the above points, Respondents

TVM

still

prevail

0n the grounds

divestment by his actions, conduct, silence, and acquiescence.

argument below and

fails to

Dan

d0 so 0n appeal. Accordingly, he has waived

all

arguments associated with the theory advanced by Respondents.
1.

“Ratiﬁcation

Ratiﬁcation
is

May be Express 0r Implied.

the afﬁrmance

was done 0r professedly done 0n
effect as if originally authorized

by

a person 0f a prior act which did not bind

his account,

whereby the

act as t0

forms.” Id. “It may, of course, be
Id.

However,

“[i]t

all

persons,

by him.” Carpenter v. Fayette Valley CO—OP, 99 Idaho

578 P.2d 1074, 1078 (1978). “Ratiﬁcation 0f the unauthorized

known.”

some or

him but which

acts

by way of express afﬁrmance of the

may

of an agent

may

agent’s act once

also be implied if the principal, with full

is

143, 147,

take

it

given

many

becomes

knowledge of the

material facts, receives, accepts and retains beneﬁts from the contract; remains silent, acquiesces

in 0r fails t0 repudiate 0r

disafﬁrm the contract; 0r otherwise exhibits conduct demonstrating an
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adoption and recognition 0f the agent’s act as binding.”

Bowman, 39 Idaho

Id.

As

& L. O. Naylor C0.

stated in T. W.

v.

764, 230 P. 347 (1924):

The “essence 0f ratiﬁcation by principal 0f act of agent is manifestation of mental
determination by the principal to afﬁrm the act, and this may be manifested by
written word or by spoken word or by conduct, 0r may be inferredfrom known
circumstances andprincipal ’s acts

39 Idaho

at

768—69, 230

P. at

Implied ratiﬁcation

is

in relation thereto.”

348 (emphasis added) (cited With approval in Manning, supra).
a means by “which the principal

is

estopped from denying the

unauthorized act of his agent because t0 d0 so would result in the unjust enrichment of the
principal.” Carpenter,

99 Idaho

at 147,

578 P.2d

at

Mid—Century Ins. C0., 117 Idaho 176, 786 P.2d 567

1078, n5; see also Twin Falls Livestock

(Ct.

App. 1989)

(stating that ratiﬁcation

be implied Where the principal accepts beneﬁts 0f an unauthorized
silence/acquiescence,

i.e.,

formalities are often the

implied ratiﬁcation,

exception—not the

is

common

Ratiﬁcation by

in close corporations

Where corporate

rule:

the corporation’s business affairs informally, especially

against

informal

corporate

these decisions

action

exists

is

their acquiescence in 0r

solely for

knowing silence

t0

may transact

where informality has

the view that the general rule
the protection

Shareholders; ifthey d0 not want 0r need the protection, a waiver

from

may

act).

Courts have consistently held that the directors of a close corporation

become customary. Underlying

v.

may be

0f the
inferred

a corporate decision arrived at

through an informalprocedure.

Rowland

v.

Rowland, 102 Idaho 534, 540, 633 P.2d 599, 605 (1981) (emphasis added)

(internal

citations omitted).

2.

Courts Have Found Ratiﬁcation in Factually Similar Cases.

Rowland presents

a factually similar scenario, Where the Idaho

that plaintiff shareholders ratiﬁed
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by their

silence

Supreme Court determined

company action taken

out 0f step with corporate

formalities.

The

plaintiffs

were two minority shareholders

in

Rowland’s,

Inc. Plaintiffs

sued the

majority shareholders and the company, seeking judicial dissolution. Rowland, 102 Idaho at 536,

633 P.2d

at 601. Plaintiffs alleged that the

maj ority shareholders “conspired

management and operation 0f the corporation
(1) the

amendment

to the corporate

shareholders 0f April

5,

1972,

was

...”,

and

them from

t0 exclude

that:

by—laws passed

at the

annual meeting of the

invalid due t0 illegal corporate procedure, and

made pursuant t0 the amended by-law
board of directors’ meeting of April 12, 1972, was likewise invalid;
numerous transactions were Without corporate purpose since they were not

therefore the subsequent election 0f ofﬁcers
at the

(2)

authorized by formal action 0f the board of directors; (3) since 1971 the plaintiffs
have neither been advised of nor allowed to participate in management meetings or
decisions
Id.

...

The challenged

0f funds from

transactions were: “(1) the purchase of Eastern Idaho Dairy; (2) the borrowing

First Security

Bank 0f Idaho and Idaho

First National

Bank;

(3) the

purchase 0f a

computer; (4) the entering into a contract With the employee’s union; and (5) increases in corporate
ofﬁcers’ salaries.” Id. at n.3.

The Idaho Supreme Court disagreed
grounds.

The Court expressly

that the transactions

stated that “Appellants’

were invalid 0n authority

argument overlooks the

have frequently upheld informal action 0f a board 0f directors.”

Id. at 540,

fact that the courts

633 P.2d

at

605

2 FLETCHER CYC. CORP. §§ 392-395). In concluding that the transactions were not

(citing

illegal 0r

improper, the Court speciﬁcally noted that entering into transactions Without board approval was
“[t]he standard practice of Rowland’s Inc. ...” Id.

The Court

also noted that plaintiffs

were invited

to participate in decision-making With

respect t0 the transactions in question and plaintiffs never challenged the informal processes that

was

the status

quo

at

Rowland’s,
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Inc. Id.;

see also In re Sterling Mining C0., 2009

WL 2475302

at

*8 (Bankr. D. Idaho Aug. 11, 2009) (“No equity security holders, other than ARI, have voiced

obj ection to the ﬁling during that time.

And ARI

waited over three months after receiving notice

0f the case to appear as a joint movant in SPMI’S Motion to Dismiss. The progress 0f the case
Within those three months has been substantial, including protracted litigation between
the DIP.

The

silence during this time establishes

SPMI and

sufﬁcient inaction and acquiescence

by

shareholders t0 constitute shareholder waiver, or ratiﬁcation. Thus, 0n the record presented, the

Court ﬁnds the unauthorized ﬁling waived 0r ratiﬁed”)

Dan

3.

Failed t0 Rebut His Express or Implied Ratiﬁcation of Phil’s

Divestment 0f Dan’s

TVM Shares.

Pages 43-45 of the Opposition Brief below outline numerous
ratiﬁcation 0f the transactions in question. R., pp. 758-760.

Dan

facts

showing Dan’s

did not respond to those

arguments, but did question Phil’s authority to transfer ownership. However, this plays right into

Respondents’ position: even

if Phil

had no authority

to confer shares, that has

no impact with

respect t0 ratiﬁcation, since ratiﬁcation presupposes lack of authority. In fact, lack 0f authority

the impetus 0f ratiﬁcation because if the underlying act

was

authorized, there

would be nothing

is

t0

ratify.

In any event,

of ratiﬁcation:

(1)

Dan

failed t0 rebut

Dan never

any of the law or

t0 a corporate decision arrived at through

at 605); (2) there is

Respondents presented in support

obj ected t0 0r complained of his divestment

after Phil died and, therefore, the record contains

633 P.2d

facts

from

at least

1995 until

decades of “acquiescence in or knowing silence

an informal process.” Rowland, 102 Idaho

no record that Dave 0r Tavares barred Dan from participating
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at 540,

in

TVM

businesle—Which

is

TVM, as Dan alleges;

a tough argument to begin with if Dan and John had a controlling interest in

(3)

from 1995 forward, Dan never participated in any director 0r shareholder

meetings; (4) from 1995 forward,

from
in

TVM;

TVM;

from 1995 forward, Dan never ﬁled any document indicating he owned an

(5)

and

(6)

Dan

admitted

Dan and John

E.

last

interest

TVM was Dave’s business.

are Estopped

From Claiming They Own Any Portion

0f

TVM.

A

Party Cannot Take Inconsistent Positions t0 Another Party’s
Detriment or Where the Result is Unconscionable.

1.

The

Dan never asked for 0r received dividends 0r other compensation

argument Dan did not (and does not 0n appeal) respond

t0 is quasi-estoppel. This

doctrine “prevents a party from asserting a right, t0 the detriment of another party,
inconsistent With a position previously taken.”

C &

G, Inc.

139 Idaho 140, 144, 75 P.3d 194, 198 (2003). According t0

The doctrine of quasi-estoppel

v.

Canyon Highway

which

Dist.

N0.

is

4,

this Court:

applies when: (1) the offending party took a different

position than his or her original position and (2) either (a) the offending party
gained an advantage 0r caused a disadvantage t0 the other party; (b) the other party

was induced

change positions; 0r (c) it would be unconscionable to permit the
offending party to maintain an inconsistent position from one he 0r she has already
t0

derived a beneﬁt or acquiesced

in.

Atwood v.

Smith, 143 Idaho 110, 114, 138 P.3d

3 10, 3 14 (2006) (citation omitted).

Budget Truck Sales,

The
those here.

facts

LLC v.

of KTVB,

Tilley,

163 Idaho 841, 849, 419 P.3d 1139, 1147 (2018).

Inc.

Boise City, 94 Idaho 279, 486 P.2d 992 (1971) are similar to

v.

KTVB involved an action initiated by a joint venture seeking t0 be named the franchisee

With respect t0 Boise’s cable television franchise. The joint venture, Which consisted of

10

Other than Dan’s conclusory assertions.
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KTVB,

Inc.

(“KTVB”) and Boise Valley Broadcasters,

Inc.

(“BVB”), argued that they were

entitled to the

franchise because Boise City (“Boise”) used illegal procedures in the bidding process:

Appellants assert that the City acted illegally in entering into and ‘being bound by’

award
and invalid because the required competitive bidding procedure was not
followed (citing LC. s 50-341), and that the award is invalid because the individual
members 0f the Boise City Council did not investigate or study any of the bid
the agreement establishing the cable television committee, that the franchise
is illegal

proposals submitted t0 them prior t0 adopting the ordinance.

94 Idaho

at

280, 486 P.2d at 993.

Boise argued that

KTVB

and

BVB

were estopped from challenging the process by Which

Boise awarded the subject franchise on the grounds that
not obj ect

to,

the process and procedures Boise utilized.

and BVB were estopped from challenging the

illegality

KTVB

and

BVB

participated in, and did

The Court agreed, determining that KTVB
of the process by their participation

in,

and

silence during, the process:

While appellants

may not have been required to

forego bidding on the franchise in

order to raise the objections to the franchise that they

Godoy

that they at least

deﬁciencies which they

were required

now

t0

now make,

make some

it is

clear

from

objection t0 the various

claim existed in the bidding and granting processes,

rather than to intimate full approval

by

their acquiescent

conduct While harboring

serious reservations about the processes.

Id.

(emphasis added).
2.

Dan is Estopped from Claiming an Ownership Interest in TVM Due to
His Inconsistent Positions and Because it Would be Unconscionable for
Dan t0 be Given a Stake in TVM.

Respondents squarely meet the quasi-estoppel elements.
0f position,

it is

undisputed that from 1995 forward:

was never involved

in the

First,

with respect t0 Dan’s change

Dan never claimed an

interest in

TVM, Dan

company, Dan never received money from the company, and Dan never

asked to be involved in the company.
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Dan

also

was given consideration

for his

TVM

shares and

admitted t0 third parties he didn’t

(1)

TVM

belongs to

own any part

Dan—and John

before dismissal—as

and

holds a minority equity interest;

0f TVM. Dan’s position now, by contrast,

(3)

66%

shareholders; (2)

is that:

Dave merely

Tavares holds n0 interest whatsoever. That

is

inconsistency in spades.

Second, as to unconscionability, the evidence 0f the inequity—and iniquity—that would
result

from allowing Dan

t0

change his position was squarely before the

trial court,

and

now

this

Court. Anything short of full judgment in Respondents’ favor amounts to taking from Respondents

a

company they have

built over

30 years—believing they were

TVM’s

owners. That would be

unconscionable, by any measure. And, not just t0 Respondents, but their families and

employees
F.

that

depend 0n Dave and Tavares.

The Overwhelming Unrebutted Evidence in this Case is Conﬁrmed by the
Afﬁdavit 0f John W. Weitz Speciﬁcally Conceding that Respondents are
TVM’s Exclusive Owners/Shareholders.

Respondents’ position

is

that they prevail

0n

their

summary judgment motion Without

contemporaneously ﬁled Afﬁdavit of John W. Weitz (“John’s Afﬁdavit”). R., pp.
is

TVM

1

the

164-1 170. That

one of the reasons Respondents did not focus 0n John’s Afﬁdavit in their Reply Brief. However,

if this

Court harbors any doubts 0n

TVM ownership, John’s Afﬁdavit should dispatch the same.

A description of John’s Afﬁdavit and its total conﬁrmation 0f Respondents’ facts is set forth in the
Reply Brief (Appendix
G.

The

1) at 14- 1 8

District

and

is

incorporated herein

Court Did Not Abuse

its

by reference.

Discretion by

Awarding Fees

for

Discovery Sanctions.

Dan argues that the lower court erred by awarding fees against Dan for discovery sanctions.
Dan’s argument

is

two-fold: (1) Respondents did not request fees under I.R.C.P. 37 in their ﬁnal
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Memorandum 0f Fees and Costs; and (2) Dan did not have
fees associated with discovery sanctions.

an opportunity t0 obj ect t0 an award of

These arguments lack merit.

Respondents Preserved the Ability

1.

to

Seek an

Award 0f Fees and Costs

for Discovery Sanctions.
“It is

of attorney

moving

incumbent 0n the moving party to

The

fees.

Gamer

party.”

Dan

omitted).

I.R.C.P. 37(a).

seizes

judge

district

v.

upon

is

not

assert the

empowered

t0

grounds upon Which

it

seeks an award

award fees 0n a basis not asserted by the

Bartschi, 139 Idaho 430, 438, 80 P.3d 1031, 1039 (2003) (citations

this rule to

argue that the

However, Dan’s argument ignores the

trial

court erred

fact that

by awarding

fees under

Respondents did request an award

0f fees under I.R.C.P. 37 in prior proceedings associated with Respondents’ two motions to
compel. See
(Mar.

6,

Memorandum

2019)

of Fees and Costs Re Motion to Compel (“Fee

540-547) and

(R., pp.

Compel (“Fee Memorandum
citation to

8,

2019), R., pp. 685-691. In light ofRespondents’ speciﬁc

Dan Was Not Deprived

Dan’s argument
Respondents’ fee request

Fee

(May

Memorandum

I.

that

is

trial

0f Due Process.

also unavailing, considering

court issued

ample notice and opportunity

its

so.

Memorandum

Respondents ﬁled

their

Fee Decision 0n November

t0 respond, if had elected to
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object t0

t0

Dan did obj ect—in an untimely fashion—

not t0 respond to Fee

wasn’t for lack of an opportunity to do
2019, and the

fails.

he was denied due process and an opportunity

Dan chose

I”)

Fees and Costs Re Second Motion to

Rule 37, the above case law does not apply and Dan’s argument
2.

to

II”)

Memorandum of

Memorandum

d0

so.

Fee
7,

II

for

some

reason, but

Memorandum

II

0n

2019. Accordingly,

it

May 8,

Dan had

OBJECTION TO DAN’S REQUEST FOR COSTS AND FEES, AND
RESPONDENTS’ REQUEST FOR FEES AND COSTS

IV.

Dan argues he is
a response

discretion),

is

entitled t0

an award 0f costs ifhe prevails and t0 fees below. T0 the extent

required (given that the foregoing determination seems to be within the

Respondents object

t0

Dan’s request. Foremost, even

Court would simply remand the matter t0 the
court could determine

who prevailed and who,

trial

if

trial

Dan prevailed 0n

court for an actual

trial.

if any, is entitled t0 fees,

After

court’s

appeal, the

trial,

the lower

but not before then.

Respondents also separately assert that they are entitled to an award of attorneys’ fees and
costs against

grounds that

Dan 0n this

appeal.

Dan brought

Respondents request

is

With respect

this appeal

made pursuant t0

t0 fees,

Respondents are entitled

to the

same on the

unreasonably, frivolously, and/or without foundation.
I.A.R. 40 and Idaho

Code

§

12-121 (permitting an award

of fees “When the judge ﬁnds that the case was brought, pursued 0r defended frivolously,
unreasonably 0r without foundation”). At the risk of providing too ﬁne a point on the matter,
has not presented any legitimate points of law or fact as to
court’s grant of

summary judgment

assess fees (and costs) against

in favor

Dan and

Respondents respectfully ask that

Court should reverse the

trial

of the Respondents. This Court should, therefore,

in favor

V.

Why this

Dan

of the Respondents.

CONCLUSION
this

Court

AFFIRM

and award Respondents

their

reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs.

DATED this

14th day 0f May, 2020.

GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
By

/s/Michael 0. Roe
Michael O. Roe — Of the Firm
Alexander P. McLaughlin — Of the Firm
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Respondents
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COME NOW Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants, David M. Weitz (“M”) and John R.
Tavares

Cm,” and

collectively with

Dave, the

0f record, Givens Pursley LLP, and hereby submit
Plaintiffs’

Motion

for

Judgment Motion.

by and through

“Plaintiffs”),

this

Reply Memorandum

their attorneys

in Support

0f

Summary Judgment and Opposition Memorandum t0 Defendants’ Summary

(“M’T
INTRODUCTION

I.

Plaintiffs

moved

for

summary judgment,

TVM’S

one 0f which would be dispositive 0f

presenting four (4) distinct theories, any

ownership: (1) ownership Via totality 0f the

circumstances; (2) ownership Via agency; (3) ownership Via ratiﬁcation; and (4) ownership Via
estoppel. See

Memorandum

in

Support 0f

Plaintiffs’

Motion

for

Summary Judgment (“Opening

Br_ief’) at 22-48.

Defendant Daniel

P.

Weitz

(“w”)

Plaintiffs also supported their

did not respond t0

0f Plaintiffs’ theories?

summary judgment motion with

counsel, 11 lay witnesses, and two expert witnesses, the latter 0f

concluded that Plaintiffs

m

whom

declarations

from

speciﬁcally opined and

own 100% 0f TVM.

As evidenced by its title, this memorandum, in addition to supporting Plaintiffs’ summary judgment motion,
Dan’ s untimely motion for summary judgment. In further opposition to Dan’ s motion, Plaintiffs
incorporate by reference as though restated in full all of Plaintiffs’ summary judgment ﬁlings. That all being said,
Plaintiffs object to Dan’s cross—motion for summary judgment as untimely. It has likewise not been set for a hearing
at the same time as Plaintiffs’ summary judgment motion. However, to the extent the Court considers Dan’s motion
1

is

also an opposition to

at the July 29,

that

Dan

is

is

that the

summary judgment because:

judgment

and

are entitled to
for

2019, hearing, Plaintiffs’ position

not entitled to

in their favor;

arguments and facts presented by Plaintiffs demonstrate
undisputed facts show that Plaintiffs—and not Dan—

(1) the

(2) at the very least, there are issues of fact precluding

summary judgment

Dan.

2
Defendant John W. Weitz (“John”) has settled this dispute With
have executed a stipulation for dismissal that is ﬁled in conjunction with
only remaining Defendant.

Plaintiffs.

this

Accordingly, John and Plaintiffs

memorandum. That

leaves

Dan

as the
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Dan did not respond t0 any 0f Plaintiffs’

expert declarations and responded t0 only

one 0f Plaintiffs’ lay witness declarations. Dan’s brieﬁng also does not

Dan’s declaration (“Dan’s Declaration”), although

it

does

cite t0

some

cite t0

any testimony from

exhibits. Therefore, despite

the length 0f Dan’s opposition ﬁlings, he fails t0 respond t0 0r rebut the

overwhelming majority

of Plaintiffs’ facts and law.

However, summary judgment
sizeable

is

not negated because the opposing side puts in a

amount 0f evidence 0r confusing evidence. The non-moving party bears a heavy burden

and “must

set forth

Ins. C0.

Hutchison, 145 Idaho 10, 13, 175 P.3d 172, 175 (2007) (emphasis added).

come

v.

by afﬁdavit speciﬁcfacts showing

is

a genuine issue for

close t0 meeting this burden—all in a case set for a court

latitude t0 resolve factual issues at the

that

there

summary judgment

trial,

meaning

trial.”

this

Gem State

Dan does not

Court has more

stage. This is t0 say nothing

0f the fact

Dan’s primary argument regarding the August 2015 proposal being a concession 0f Dan’s

TVM ownership is an inadmissible settlement offer.
T0 summarize, Dan’s
not appropriate even though: (1)

(2)

Dan responds

applicable

t0

one 0f

Dan does

is

that

summary judgment

summary judgment

of

Plaintiffs is

Dan’s brieﬁng does not comply with

rules regarding citations t0 the record;

t0

in favor

not respond t0 any 0f Plaintiffs’ legal arguments;

Plaintiffs’ 14 declarations; (3)

employs with the most frequency
Evidence

position

show that he

allegedly

owns

and

(4) the

argument Dan

TVM is barred by Idaho Rule 0f

(“ﬁ”) 408.
What Dan

lacks in facts, he

more than makes up

for

by reference

t0 irrelevant

materials and generalized statements, a practice Judge Sullivan noted in the Probate case

when the

Court dismissed Defendants’ petition due t0 their discovery abuses. According t0 the Court:
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Other than conclusory allegations, Dan and John have not come
forward with any corroborating evidence 0f their claims of

wrongdoing

in that entire time [roughly 18 months].

Court’s Findings, Conclusions and Order 0n Motion t0 Strike Petition (NOV. 14, 2018) at 12

(emphasis added). Plaintiffs respectfully ask that the Court consider the overwhelming unrebutted
evidence and analysis. Doing so leads t0 one conclusion: granting Plaintiffs’ motion and entering
a judgment ensuring that

Dave and Tavares’ company, TVM, remains

in their exclusive

and

rightful ownership.

ARGUMENT

II.

It

would d0

the Court

address each 0f Dan’s untruths and
another, there

may be an

summary judgment
case—the

is

dispositive

time by stating that

summary

some

points,

issue 0f fact

0n

motion stage and not

summary judgment

is

he failed

omissions are

A.

If

trial.

As

d0 so as

Plaintiffs say

mean

appropriate because everything

ﬁnder

we

are in this

a result, this brief will not waste the Court’s

that this

Dan

says

is false.

Court can and should decide

0n the mountain 0f facts and analysis Dan ignores

the ultimate fact

t0

is

Plaintiffs to

that particular point, although that does not

ﬁrmly believe, however,

disposition based

point that this Court

Dan’s Declaration says one thing, and

lies.

inappropriate. In other words, Plaintiffs are mindful of where

Plaintiffs

Via

n0 good 0n a summary judgment motion for the

in this case).

Even

if

this

matter

(as well as the

Dan created an issue 0f fact 0n

overwhelming amount 0f evidence and argument. Dan’s

t0 the

fatal t0 his opposition, his

motion, and his case.

Dan Loses His Primary Argument Against Summary Judgment

(the

2015

Estate Settlement Proposal) Because Settlement Discussions are Inadmissible.

Dan’s primary argument
allegedly provided a

“Summary”

is

that

summary judgment should be denied because Dave

Report, dated August 25, 2015, in which

Dan

claims

Dave
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offered t0 pay Defendants for their claimed
the attendant circumstances

TVM interest.

However, Dan admits such report and

were part 0f settlement discussions and Dan

is

using these settlement

discussions t0 prove his ownership 0f TVM. Dan’s Declaration states:

TVM, was never part 0f the Estate, as Phil had n0 ownership interest
in TVM, so David had n0 legitimate reason t0 drag TVM into the
discussions

regarding the Estate settlement,

presenting his ‘proposal’ t0

he had a

buy our

‘right 0r entitlement’ t0

two decades

at

own the

stock, as

he had spent over

TVM and he ‘earned’ the right t0 ownership. T0 add

insult t0 injury, David was making our agreement
proposal a conditionfor any settlement 0fthe estate

Dan’s Declaration

David was

but

interest, taking the position that

t0

24 (emphasis added); see also Dan’s Declaration

1]

for this court t0 understood [sic] that David’s ‘proposal’

1]

accept his

25

(“It

remains important

was being presented

as a ‘condition

precedent’ t0 any settlement 0r further distribution 0f any funds t0 us out 0f our Father’s Estate.”).

This

Memorandum

in

is

not the only settlement offer t0 which

Opposition

Motion

t0

Defendants’/C0unterclaimants Motion for
different occasions t0

I.R.E.

210 (1985) are

Dave’s offer

for

Dan refers. Page two

Summary Judgment, and

alone 0f Dan’s

in

Support

0f

Summary Judgment (“Opposition Brief”) refers on four

t0 settle

with John for $2.1 million.

408 and the admonition in Rojas

v.

Lindsay Mfg. C0. 108 Idaho 590, 701 P.2d

clear:

The rule is well established that an offer made in an effort t0
compromise a cause 0f action cannot be legallv admitted in
evidence over the obiection 0f the opposing party. Kroetch v.
Empire Mill Ca, 9 Idaho 277, 74 P. 868 (1903). Likewise, all
statements made in the course 0f settlement negotiations are
inadmissible. Hatﬁeld v. Max Rouse & Sons Northwest, 100 Idaho
840, 606 P.2d 944 (1980). These rules are grounded upon two
theories: (1) that the offer is 0f dubious relevance 0n the issue 0f
liability since

it

may merely imply

a desire for peace and not a

concession 0f wrong-doing and (2) the policy 0f promoting settling
0f disputes would be discouraged if offers 0f compromise were
admitted in evidence.
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108 Idaho

at 592,

701 P.2d

By

rule

in such discussions t0

See

e.g.

at

212 (emphasis added).

and case authority, Dan

may

prove his claim that he owns

Opposition Brief

at

not use settlement discussions 0r statements

TVM.

Yet, that

(“Now why [would] David be

10

is

precisely

what he

is

doing.

presenting and proposing these

‘proposed certiﬁcates’ in August, 2015, t0 be signed by the Defendants,

if

David already owned 75 shares 0f TVM, and Tavares owned 25 shares

in

it

were

t0

be true that

TVM???”).

Plaintiffs

object t0 and ask the Court t0 ignore 0r strike any arguments and allegations associated with Dan’s

attempt t0 use settlement discussions/statements t0 prove 0r disprove
right result,

B.

and doing so guts Dan’s primary argument

Dan’s

that

TVM ownership. That is the

he owns an

interest in

Summary Judgment Materials Should be Rejected

TVM.

Out—of—Hand.

Dan’s brieﬁng faces more fundamental challenges than inappropriately referencing
settlement negotiations.

A

declaration testimony and a

cursory review 0f the Opposition Brief shows n0 citations t0 any

few

scattered references t0 exhibits t0

Dan’s Declaration. Idaho Rule

0f Civil Procedure (“I.R.C.P.”) 56(c)(1)(A) requires appropriate citations t0 the record t0 show the
existence 0f a dispute 0f fact:

A party asserting that a fact cannot be 0r is genuinely disputed must
support the assertion by: (A) citing t0 particular parts ofmaterials
in the record, including depositions,

documents, electronically

stored information, afﬁdavits 0r declarations, stipulations (including

those

made

for

purposes

0f the

motion

only),

admissions,

interrogatory answers, 0r other materials[.]

Idaho R. CiV. P. 56(c)(1)(A) (emphasis added). The consequences for failure t0 abide by
are stark, as the trial court “court

56(c)(3).

As

stated in

Quemada

v.

need consider only the cited materials

...”

this rule

Idaho R. CiV. P.

Arizmendez, 153 Idaho 609, 288 P.3d 826 (2012):

[T]he party opposing the

summary judgment

that evidence t0 the court’s attention

is

required t0 bring

Whether a motion

for
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summary judgment goes uncontested

0r

fervently fought, the

is

district court, in ruling 0n the motion, need not scour the record for
evidence ofa genuine issue 0fmaterial fact.”

153 Idaho at 616, 288 P.3d at 833 (emphasis added) (citations omitted).

The Opposition Brief contains
genuine dispute 0f

The Court should

fact.

little

reject

showing a

citation t0 the evidentiary record

Dan’s materials as noncompliant with I.R.C.P.

56(c)(1)(A) and enter judgment in Plaintiffs’ favor.

The Overwhelming Unrebutted Totality 0f the Circumstances—Along With
Dan’s Admissions—Demonstrate that Plaintiffs Own TVM.

C.

Even

if the

Court accepts Dan’s opposition materials despite their procedural

inﬁrmities, Dan’s argument fails

disputed,

is

0n substance. Case law

is

clear that corporate ownership, if

determined by examining the universe 0f facts bearing 0n ownership. This universe

includes: (1) stock books; (2) tax returns; (3) handwritten notes; (4) evidence 0f treatment as a

shareholder; and (5) testimony.

Opening Brief at 24-34. Dan

of Plaintiffs’ facts and analysis 0n these

Dan nonetheless
a controlling interest in

TVM’S

TVM,

sole owners; (2)

notes from

TVM’S

accountant

even though:
tax returns

list

received a dividend, distribution,

(1) the

list

0r any

he and John

Dave and Tavares
as

TVM’S

that

and

(6) Plaintiffs

Dave and Tavares

admitted he did not

are

previously) have

money from

as

TVM’S

sole owners; (3) the

sole owners; (4)

Dan

has never

TVM and has not attended any TVM

shareholder 0r director meetings; (5) two experts have opined that
sole owners;

(at least

TVM Stock Ledger lists Dave and Tavares as

Dave and Tavares

wage

meaningfully respond t0 any

critical points.

persists in his position that

TVM’S

fails t0

Dave and Tavares

have ﬁlled the record with declarations from

are

TVM’S

third-parties stating

TVM’S sole owners, and at least one declaration stating that Dan himself

own any

interest in

TVM.
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Each 0f these points

will be addressed in turn. But, before doing so, Plaintiffs

note Dan’s strange decision t0 strengthen Plaintiffs’ claim t0

record

TVM

stock certiﬁcates showing

m

allegedly stating that Dan

is

a

TVM ownership by putting into the

and Tavares as

TVM’S

Dan makes numerous

Declaration, EX. 2. In his declaration,

must

sole shareholders.

Dan’s

references t0 stock certiﬁcates

TVM shareholder. Dan’ s Declaration

1]

Dan believes he prepared

28.

them, but they are apparently not in his possession. Dan’s testimony

is

inadmissible t0 prove the

existence 0f a stock certiﬁcate.

Be
record showing

that as

it

may, as

is

0f Dan’s submissions, the onlv stock certiﬁcates in the

TVM ownership are in the name 0fDave and Tavares. Further, Dan’s suspicions

about prior certiﬁcates bearing his
“Suspicion

result

name

cannot, as a matter 0f law, create a dispute 0f fact, since

not a substitute for facts.” Syringa Networks,

LLC

v.

Idaho

Dep

’t

0f Admin,

155 Idaho 55, 66, 305 P.3d 499, 510 (2013).

Dan Did Not Rebut the TVM Stock Ledger Showing Dave and Tavares
as TVM’s Owners—And Not Dan.

1.

The

TVM Stock Ledger was submitted t0 the IRS in 2012 and states that Dave and

Tavares were the sole owners 0f

Motion

for

Summary Judgment

TVM.

Declaration 0f Val Dille,

(“Dille Declaration”), EX. E.

Opposition Brief or Dan’s Declaration. The stock ledger
Plaintiffs

own TVM. See Haynes

“the stock

book

court that he

was

is

v.

Griﬁ’zth,

is,

CPA,

Dan

Support of

Plaintiffs’

did not respond in his

therefore, unrebutted evidence that

16 Idaho 280, 101 P. 728, 732 (1909) (stating that

prima facie evidence 0f ownership and sufﬁcient

the

in

t0 support a

ﬁnding 0f the

owner 0f such stock”).
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Dan Did Not Rebut the Relevant TVM Tax Returns Filed With the IRS

2.

Showing Dave and Tavares Alone

As t0 tax returns, Dan attaches as Exhibit 3
returns

part 0f

from 1992, 1993, and 1994. Presumably,

TVM. However, Dana

this is

Own TVM.

t0

Dan’s Declaration portions 0f TVM’S

intended t0

and John would have been

show that Dan and John owned

TVM

owners

at

such time, since

Defendants were not divested 0f their shares until 1995—after the 1992, 1993, and 1994 tax returns

were ﬁled. Accordingly, Dan

fails t0

years, all 0f which correctly reﬂect that

Dille Declaration

is

TVM’S

tax returns

from the past 14

Dave owns 75% 0f TVM and Tavares owns 25% 0f TVM.

W 18-19; see also Speer

525 P.2d 3 14, 319 (1973) (looking
ownership

rebut the content 0f

v.

Quinlan, In

& For Lewis

at the federal gift tax return t0

Cly.,

96 Idaho 119, 124,

determine whether stock

separate property).

Dan Did Not Rebut

3.

the Notes 0f

TVM’s Accountant Demonstrating
“C0mmander”—Inf0rmed TVM’s

that Phil—the Weitz Family’s
Accountant that TVM Belongs t0 Dave and Tavares.

Val Dille

owned by Dave and
directives t0 Dille.

accountant—wrote

in

2001 and 2002

that

TVM was

Tavares, alone. Opening Brief at 17. These notes were based 0n Phil’s

By Dan’s own admission,

with accountants and
at

(“m”)—TVM’S

who

Phil

controlled “the family

was

the patriarch 0f the

owned business

Weitz family who dealt

activities. ..”
.

Dan’s Declaration

28 (“Phil was always the Patriarch 0f the family, he was the bank, and he would deal with the

accountants

...”);

see also Opening Brief at 11 (“The Father alone kept and maintained the family

records, while alive, serving as the family primary repository, controlling the familv

business

activities,

and

their Father

owned

performed the role as the ‘Familv Patriarch’ 0f the Weitz

Family”) (emphasis added).
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Dan did not rebut any 0f Dille’ s notes regarding TVM ownership, all of which were
based 0n statements from the undisputed Weitz family patriarch and “commander,” according t0

Dan. See Dan’s Declaration
...”).

was

If

1]

8 (referring t0 Phil as “being the

what Phil says goes according

in charge

Dave and

TVM—yet he

TVM’S accountant—who

Dan, and Phil informed

Dan Did Not Rebut the Fact that He Never Acted Like
as a TVM Shareholder. In Fact, Dan Admits as Much.

Phil

apparently has

owned

H,

KK,

MM, OO

TVM—the company

fact that: (1)

Dan never

TVM for 30 years.

35

at

...”).

(“I

have never

Dave

In contrast,

dividends from at least 2011 t0 the present. Dille Declaration,

and QQ. In addition

he attempts t0 convince

t0 admitting

this

Court he

Dan never received payments

owns—Dan

does not rebut the

attended a shareholder 0r director meeting for decades? (2)

asked for a shareholder 0r director meeting; and (3)

which would be

Dan’s Declaration

TVM either as a salary 0r as a dividend

TVM

and Tavares each received

DD, GG,

0r was Treated

admits he never received dividends, distributions, wages 0r any salary from

received any compensation from

Dan never

Dan never asked for a dividend 0r distribution,

indicia 0f company ownership.

Yet, Dan’s position

but a controlling interest in
t0 those in Kirkpatrick

3

Weitz family

Tavares.

Dan

from

in the

TVM belonged t0 Dave and Tavares, then TVM belongs t0

0f dealing with—that

4.

Exs.

t0

commander

v.

is

TVM.

Jacobson

that

he and John not only have an ownership

interest in

TVM,

That makes n0 sense and renders the facts 0f this case similar
’s

Lifetime Buildings, Ina, 1970

OK 63, 467 P.2d 489.

In that

Other than a claimed meeting that allegedly took place on March 25, 20 1 3, after Phil died, which, by Dan’s
opposed to an actual

description, sounds suspiciously like brothers talking about their recently deceased father, as

meeting of the shareholders and directors. See also John’s Afﬁdavit (deﬁned below)
director or shareholder meeting ever took place on March 25, 2013).

1]

9 (denying that any

TVM
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case, the Court ruled that plaintiff Kirkpatrick did not

own a company even though he possessed a

stock certiﬁcate for such company. In reaching that conclusion, the Court noted:

Kirkpatrick did not attend stockholders meetings following the

house transaction and did not treat the stock as his 0r in any way
indicate 0r suggest t0 anyperson that he considered himselfowner
0fthe certificate during the next 13 years he lived.
1970

OK 63, 467 P.2d at 491

(emphasis added).

That’s this case.

5.

Dan Did Not Rebut

the Testimony 0f

Two

Different Expert Witnesses,

Each Concluding that Dave and Tavares are TVM’s Exclusive Owners.

As
Nampa, Idaho

Dan makes n0

t0 expert testimony,

CPA Michael E.

attempt t0 rebut the testimony 0f long-time

Huter, stating that:

From an accounting and corporate records perspective, the evidence
I reviewed is consistent with a determination andﬁnding that Dave
and Tavares are the sole owners 0f TVM and I have not observed
anv persuasive supporting information that would indicate
otherwise.

Declaration of Michael E. Huter in Support 0f Plaintiffs’ Motion for

5(1).

W

S(k),

Dan also does not attempt t0 rebut the Declaration 0f experienced corporate attorney Stephen

C. Hardesty,

who

testiﬁed that: “Based

0n the documents Ireviewed,

and John Tavares are the onlv owners 0f TV
1]

Summary Judgment

11 (emphasis added).

6.

As

Dan’s silence

.”

in

my opinion David

Weitz

Declaration 0f Stephen C. Hardesty Declaration

is telling.

Dan Did Not Rebut the Testimony 0f 11 Lay Witnesses Concluding that
Dave and Tavares are TVM’s Sole Owners.
t0 the testimony

0f third-parties, Dan’s Declaration again makes n0 attempt t0

rebut the declarations 0f a stream 0f witnesses—consisting 0f

associates, close family friends,

Dave and Tavares and not

t0

TVM’S

and the Weitz brothers’ cousin—stating

Dan and

John.

Of particular

signiﬁcance

is

accountant, business

that

TVM belonged t0

the fact that

Dan made
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n0 attempt
See

e.g.

t0 dispute the fact that

Julie

Vaudrey

and

counter at

said, loudly, “I don’t care;

(“I

with Dan,

who was

Summary Judgment 1]

9

referencing the newspaper

I don’t own anv 0f that companv anvwav.”) (emphasis

added); see also Declaration 0f Richard

Judgment 1] 8

IRSCO

Dan did not own TVM.

that

Declaration 0f Julie Vaudrey in Support 0f Plaintiffs’ Motion for

(“I clearly recall standing at the

article

Dan admitted t0 Ms.

Buch

in Support

of

Plaintiffs’

Motion

for

Summary

am one-hundred percent certain that it was Phil’s intent, and the fact is, that Dave

own and control TVM.”); Declaration 0f Todd Asher in Support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for Summary
Judgment 1] 5 (“Dan had n0 ownership

in

TVM.

Everyone knew, and Phil always made

clear, that

TVM was Dave’s.”).
As noted

in the introduction, t0 survive

summary judgment Dan must provide

Court with speciﬁc facts showing a genuine dispute for trial.
0f magnitude. That
one, conclusion:

Dave and Tavares

line is that everything in this case points t0 one,

TVM’S

are

Dan has not done so by several orders

sole

and only

and exclusive owners.

The Overwhelming Unrebutted Evidence—Along With Dan’s Admissions—
Demonstrates that Phil had Authority t0 Convey TVM Shares.

D.

Even
the above

The bottom

is fatal.

this

if this

Court were t0 somehow determine that

Dan

created an issue 0f fact 0n

points—and that Dan’s procedural mishaps with respect t0 brieﬁng could be forgiven—

Plaintiffs are

still

entitled t0

judgment

Plaintiffs’ authority discussion;

apparent authority t0 transfer

and

since: (1)

(2)

Dan

Dan

submitted n0 legal analysis responding t0

essentially concedes that Phil, at a

minimum, had

TVM shares.

Again, Dan’s Declaration supports Plaintiffs’ position regarding Phil’s authority.

Dave and Tavares’

position

is

that Phil

had authority—actual 0r apparent—to

TVM shares t0 Dave since what Phil said was the law.

transfer Defendants’

Consistent with this assessment 0f Phil as
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the ultimate decision maker, Dan’s Declaration refers t0 Phil as “being the

Weitz family

...”

we

family leader

Dan, “Phil had
...”

total control

was

convey Dan and John’s

Plaintiffs are entitled t0

E.

14 (emphasis added).

performing his role as the

the

never had express authority t0 transfer shares, given

“commander” 0f the Weitz

family, the “family leader,”

0f the money,” and the brothers “always did as instructed by Phil,”

genuinely dispute that Phil did not
to

entity,

1]

28 (emphasis added).

states that Phil

that the brothers agree that Phil

“had

at

Dan’s Declaration

.”
.

0f the money in each

total control

Dan’s Declaration

Although Dan

each responded t0 our Father, and always did

[the brothers]

as instructed bv Phil, until our Father died.
t0

in the

and the “Patriarch.” Dan’s Declaration 1] 8 (emphasis added). Dan’s Declaration

also states that “at all times,

According

commander

TVM

judgment

at least

Dan cannot

have apparent authority—or even implied authority—

shares t0 Dave.

There

is

n0 dispute 0f

fact

0n

this point

and

as a matter 0f law.

The Overwhelming Unrebutted Evidence Demonstrates that Even if Phil Did
Not Have Authority t0 Convey Dan and John’s Shares, Dan Ratiﬁed that
Transaction.
Despite claiming that Phil was the “commander” 0f the Weitz family business

empire, Dan’s brieﬁng states that Phil did not have actual authority t0 convey shares. See Opening

Brief at 8 (“Phillip L. Weitz
interest in

...

TVM t0 anyone.”). However, this plays right into Dave and Tavares’ position.
First, as noted,

that has

never owned 0r authorized t0 disburse, transfer 0r assign any stock

n0 bearing 0n

shares, that has

even

if there is

Phil’s apparent authority. Second,

n0 impact 0n

Plaintiffs’ position

presupposes a lack ofauthoritv. In
the underlying act

was

an issue 0f fact with respect t0 Phil’s actual authority,

fact,

authorized, there

even

if Phil

had n0 authority

t0 confer

with respect t0 ratiﬁcation, since ratiﬁcation

lack 0f authority

is

would be nothing

the impetus 0f ratiﬁcation because if

t0 ratify.

See Carpenter

v.

Fayette
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Valley

CO—OP, 99

essentially the

Idaho 143, 147, 578 P.2d 1074, 1078 (1978) (“[T]he effect 0f a ratiﬁed act

same

as an act that

Idaho authority
ratiﬁcation. In re Sterling

(“The silence during

this

was authorized
knowing

is clear:

Mining

C0.,

...”).

silence 0r acquiescence are sufﬁcient t0 establish

WL 2475302 at *8 (Bankr. D. Idaho Aug.

2009

knowing

(stating that ratiﬁcation/waiver

may

v.

Rowland, 102 Idaho 534, 540,

exist

where there

is

“acquiescence

silence t0 a corporate decision arrived at through an informal procedure.”).

Here,
in support

2009)

0n the record presented, the Court ﬁnds the

unauthorized ﬁling waived 0r ratiﬁed”); see also Rowland

in 0r

11,

time establishes sufﬁcient inaction and acquiescence by shareholders t0

constitute shareholder waiver, 0r ratiﬁcation. Thus,

633 P.2d 599, 605 (1981)

is

Dan

failed to meaningfully rebut

any 0f the law 0r

0f ratiﬁcation 0n pages 43-44 0f the Opening Brief:

complained 0f his divestment from

at least

1995

until recently

(1)

when

facts Plaintiffs presented

Dan

m

objected t0 0r

Phil died and, therefore, the

record contains decades 0f “acquiescence in 0r knowing silence t0 a corporate decision arrived at

through an informal process.”
participating in

Id.; (2) there is

that

Dave

0r Tavares barred

Dan from

TVM business4—which is a tough argument t0 begin with if Dan and John had a

controlling interest in

TVM,

as

Dan alleges;

director 0r shareholder meetings; (4)

dividends 0r other compensation from

any document indicating he owned an
parties that

n0 record

(3)

from 1995 forward, Dan never participated

in

any

from 1995 forward, Dan never asked for 0r received

TVM;

(5)

interest in

from 1995 forward, Dan never submitted 0r ﬁled

TVM;

and

(6)

Dan subsequently admitted t0 third

TVM was Dave’s business and Dan never rebutted this point.

Other than Dan’s conclusory assertion that Dave “excluded” Dan from TVM’s “operations. Dan’s
Declaration at 25-26. However, it is settled law that “the nonmoving party must submit more than just conclusory
assertions that an issue of material fact exists to withstand summary judgment.” Van v. PortneufMedical Center, 147
Idaho 552, 556, 212 P.3d 982, 986 (2009) (emphasis added). Dan’s Declaration is littered with similar conclusory
4

remarks.
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This

is

not the conduct 0f an individual who, with John, allegedly

controlling interest in a closely-held corporation. Rather,

who

has n0 interest in

TVM

and acquiesced

t0 his

divestment was not expressly 0r impliedly authorized
F.

TVM

the unrefuted conduct 0f a person

share divestment, t0 the degree the

at the outset.

last

argument Dan does not respond

overwhelmingly

demonstrates

Dan’s

t0 is equitable estoppel.

attempted

change

0f

Again, the

position

and

unconscionability 0f a ruling adverse t0 Plaintiffs. With respect t0 Dan’s change 0f position,

undisputed that from 1995 forward,
involved in the company,

Dan’s position now, by

result

contrast, is that: (1)

t0

never

company, and Dan never asked

t0

equity interest; and (3) Tavares holds n0 interest whatsoever.

change his position

anything short 0f full judgment in

0f the inequity—and iniquity—that would

exists in spades.

As noted

in the

Opening

Brief,

Dave and Tavares’ favor amounts t0 the Court taking from Dave

and Tavares a company they have
is

the

TVM, Dan was

it is

TVM belongs t0 Dan and John as 66% shareholders;

t0 unconscionability, the evidence

from allowing Dan

interest in

the

Dan also admitted t0 third-parties that he didn’t own any part 0f TVM.

Dave merely holds a minority

As

Dan never claimed an

Dan never received money from

be involved in the company.

(2)

a

The Overwhelming Unrebutted Evidence Demonstrates that Dan Has
Attempted t0 Change His Position in This Case and Allowing Him t0 d0 s0
Would be Unconscionable.
The

evidence

it is

owned

built over

30 years—believing they were TVM’S owners. That

unconscionable, by any measure.

G.

The Overwhelming Unrebutted Evidence in this Case is Conﬁrmed by the
Afﬁdavit 0f John W. Weitz Speciﬁcally Conceding that Plaintiffs are TVM’s
Exclusive Owners/Shareholders.
Plaintiffs’ position is that

they prevail 0n their

the contemporaneously ﬁled Afﬁdavit 0f John

W. Weitz

summary judgment motion without

(“John’s Affidavit”). That

is

one 0f the
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reasons Plaintiffs did not focus 0n John’s Afﬁdavit in this Reply since

is

not necessary for this

Court t0 consider John’s Afﬁdavit t0 enter judgment in favor 0f Plaintiffs on their action and
against

Dan with

issue, John’s

respect t0 his counterclaim. However, if the Court harbored any doubts

0n

that

Afﬁdavit authoritatively dispatches such doubts.

John’s Afﬁdavit Conﬁrms that the Overwhelming Unrebutted Totality
0f the Circumstances Demonstrates Dave and Tavares’

1.

TVM

Ownership.

As noted

company ownership. John’s testimony 0n

in determining

regarding

TVM

since he formerly claimed t0 be a

only that Phil transferred
fair

in Section C(6), supra, testimony regarding

TVM

ownership

this issue is

is

a critical factor

0f added signiﬁcance

owner. John’s Afﬁdavit

states: (1)

not

Dan and John’s TVM shares t0 Dave, but that Dan and John each received

compensation/consideration for the transfer; and (2) that

all

the brothers understood that

TVM

belonged t0 Dave and Tavares:

Dan Weitz and
Shares in

I

received compensation and consideration for our

TVM in the form 0f the money, time, forgiveness 0f debt,

and assistance that Phil Weitz gave t0 us relating t0 the other
we were undertaking at the time, and before and after
At the time, we all understood and agreed that
such transfers

effort

ventures that

TVM had become Dave

Weitz and Tavares’s business, and that
and I had our own, other businesses, and that we had
been fairlv compensated for the transfer ofour Shares in TVM.

Dan

John’s Afﬁdavit

1]

Weitz

7 (emphasis added). Consistent with these comments, John’s Afﬁdavit

speciﬁcally states that after 1995,

Afﬁdavit
took over

1]

“Dan Weitz continued

7 (emphasis added); see also John’s Afﬁdavit

full

ownership and responsibility for

duties relating t0

TVM.”) (emphasis

1]

t0

have n0 role in TVM.”

8 (stating that after

John’s

Dave and Tavares

TVM, “Dan Weitz and I had n0 further rights and

added).
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It is

It is

one thing for a third-party

quite another for a former defendant that claimed a

neither he nor

Dan

did not

own any

favor 0f Plaintiffs’

TVM.

TVM interest t0 admit and concede that

now

a former party defendant, the unrebutted evidence in

TVM ownership is compelling.

2.

John’s Afﬁdavit Conﬁrms that Phil Had Complete Authority t0
Transfer Dan and John’s Interest in TVM.

On the

issue 0f Phil’s actual/apparent authority (including implied authority

a species 0f actual authority), John’s Afﬁdavit speciﬁcally states that Phil had

from the brothers
According

shares in

Dan had any right 0r interest in TVM whatsoever. Between the unrefuted testimony

0f 11 third-parties, two experts, and

is

t0 testify that

t0 effectuate the

1995

TVM

share transfer from

all

which

the authority

Dan and John

t0

Dave.

t0 John:

Neither

I

nor

my brothers

questioned his [Phil’s] decisions.

granted Phil Weitz the authority t0

move and

We all

transfer monev,

personnel and shares 0f stock (including in TVM) 0r
membership interests as he saw ﬁt and we all agreed t0 and did
assets,

abide bv all such decisions and transfers. Phil Weitz had mv
authorization and Dan Weitz’s authorization t0 transfer our

shares in

TVM t0 Dave

Weitz.

John’s Afﬁdavit 1] 5 (emphasis added). The same goes with the 1989 transfer 0f shares t0 Tavares:

In 1989, in recognition 0f Tavares’s increasing work at and
contributions t0
and at the request 0fDave Weitz, Phil Weitz
transferred a twentv-ﬁve percent (25%) interest in TVM t0
Tavares, at which time Tavares became a 25% owner 0f TVM (I
am not sure if these were treasury shares 0r Phil’s shares; either
wav, thev were transferred t0 Tavares). By this time, Tavares was
working full-time at TVM and he worked extremely hard, including
many nights, weekends and holidays. The consideration for such
issuance/transfer was Tavares’s hard work and dedication t0 TVM,
both before and after the transfer. I d0 not recall the speciﬁcs, 0r the
related paperwork, but I know it was my father's and all 0f our intent
(including Dan Weitz’s) that Tavares have such Shares. Tavares
earned and deserved such 25% interest because he was critical t0
TVM'S growth and success.

TVM
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John’s Afﬁdavit

1]

6 (emphasis added).

At a minimum, John’s Afﬁdavit,
the

“commander” and “family

apparent authority t0 transfer

leader,” demonstrate that there

is

at his request,

whv, mine was

t0

n0 issue 0f

fact that Phil

had

independently sufﬁcient t0 grant Plaintiffs’ motion and

deny Defendants’ motion. Dan’s Declaration says

t0 question

is

TVM shares, which, even if the Court ignores all the other theories

supporting judgment in Plaintiffs’ favor,

always assisted Phil

with Dan’s references t0 Phil as

in conjunction

it

best with respect t0 Phil’s authority: “I [Dan]

whenever and where ever that request took me. ‘Mine was not

d0 0r

die.”’

Dan’s Declaration

at

39 (emphasis added).

Afﬁdavit Conﬁrms that the Overwhelming Unrebutted
Evidence Demonstrates that Dan Ratiﬁed the Transactions in
John’s

3.

Question.
John’s Afﬁdavit also bolsters Plaintiffs’ ratiﬁcation argument,

knowingly acquiesced

t0 the fact that Phil divested

John 0f his

arguments above in Section E, supra, John’s Afﬁdavit

TVM

states: (1)

TVM from 1995 on (John’s Afﬁdavit

in a closely held

company

(as

company when

1]

7)—it

any

a prior act—Dan’s

in the

company

TVM director 0r shareholder meetings since

The foregoing conduct

Dan

shares. In addition t0 the

1]

7); (2)

for his

Dan had n0

part

difﬁcult t0 argue that one has an equity interest

that person did not receive a single

Dan concedes), nor played any role

participate “in

is

that

Dan was compensated

TVM shares by Phil and accepted that compensation (John’s Afﬁdavit
in

z'.e.,

for

payment

in the history

25 years; and

(3)

Dan did not

1995.” John’s Afﬁdavit

constitutes 25 years 0f knowing acquiescence

0f the

1]

9.

and silence

t0

TVM divestment—as well as acceptance 0f the beneﬁts 0f divestment. That all

constitutes ratiﬁcation, t0 the degree the Court does not believe that Phil’s status as

“commander,”
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“Patriarch,”

and “family leader,” are sufﬁcient

t0 establish Phil’s agency/authority. Either route,

agency 0r ratiﬁcation, are equally dispositive 0f Plaintiffs’ motion.
John’s

4.

Afﬁdavit

Unconscionability

Conﬁrms Dan’s Change
0f Allowing Dan t0 Maintain

0f

Position

and the

that Change.

Again, t0 the degree any doubt exists as t0 whether Dan’s conduct establishes
equitable estoppel, John’s Afﬁdavit eliminates such doubt altogether.
position, John’s

Tavares.

Afﬁdavit

John’s Afﬁdavit

forward. John’s Afﬁdavit
director meeting for

1]

1]

7.

from nothing

John’s Afﬁdavit states that

Dan would

also

conﬁrms

render a total nullity

into a business they

Dan had n0
Dan never

who

Dan’s change 0f

belonged

role at

Dave and

TVM from

1995

That is a change ofposition

John’s Afﬁdavit

Dave and Tavares’

t0

attended a shareholder 0r

W

Dan to
6-7.

take from

As

stated, a

years 0f effort t0 build

and anyone would be proud of—a business

TVM

that also should not

only asserted an interest belatedly, and

when there was

grabbed.

III.

CONCLUSION

Plaintiffs respectfully request that this

their claim

TVM

t0

the unconscionability 0f allowing

that they put their lives into.

be taken away from them by someone

money t0 be

1995 that

TVM. Now, Dan’s position is that he owns TVM.

Dave and Tavares a company
for

in

John’s Afﬁdavit also states

7.

par excellence. John’s Afﬁdavit

judgment

Dan understood

states that

As

Court enter judgment in

Plaintiffs’ favor

0n

and dismiss with prejudice Defendants’ claims.

DATED this 22nd day 0f July, 2019.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
By

/S/Michael 0. Roe
Michael O. Roe — Of the Firm
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/

Counterdefendants
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